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ࣦऋऑएऌँऒऀआऋऄࢽ࣯࣡࣪ࣞ࣠

E

mail marketing is one of the
most successful channels of
customer engagement and ROI.
It is used by marketers across the
globe to send millions of emails
daily under the umbrella of
promotional, transactional and
Newsletter campaigns. Therefore,
often a lot of bad actors try to
bombard users with emails by
using illegal domain addresses.
These bad actors practice what is
commonly known as ʻphishingʼ,
wherein they send users emails
from brand domain names from
their servers to extract personal
information from the users.

To reduce phishing we at Octane have
started practicing DMARC i.e. Domainbased Message Authentication,
Report and Conformance, that makes
it impossible for the a user(s) to see
fake/fraudulent email(s) from a brandʼs
domain name. DMARC is a relatively
new security protocol (just 2 years old)
created by a group of organizations to
help reduce the potential email-based
abuse. It has already been applied by
major ISPs like AOL, Gmail, Hotmail
and Yahoo Mail.
With the help of authentication
protocols such as SPF and DKIM, emails
from only secure servers (such as the
DMARC) can reach a userʼs inbox.

How will DMARC help you?
• You will receive feedback on every mail that didnʼt pass the DMARC test
and hence you can improve on your email visibility.
• It stops emails from unrecognised servers to reach the inbox of the end
user.
• It establishes a policy of email hygiene with the ISPs (Yahoo, AOL etc.).
• A good DMARC policy improves trust in your email marketing eﬀorts and
over a period of time it increases brand reputation.
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What should be the ﬁrst step towards DMARC?
Has your ESP mentioned SPF (Sender Policy Framework) and DKIM (Domain
Keys Identiﬁed Mails) authentication with you? Legitimate email marketers
have to ensure that their email campaigns are authenticated via SPF and
DKIM, in order to prevent any deliverability challenges with ISPs.
Now Update your DNS:
When you have checked that SPF and DKIM both are working, put your
DMARC details on your DNS (Domain Name System). This will block
external senders from using your domain to send fake emails.
̲dmarc.xyz.com:
“V=DMARC1; p=none;rua=mailto:dmarc̲agg@auth.xyz.com;ruf=mailto:dmarc̲afrf@auth.xyz.com”

Modify your DMARC ﬂag:
After publishing your DMARC policies on your DNS; internally check three
speciﬁc ﬂags of DMARC on your server and chose the setting that ﬁts you
best.
DMARC has speciﬁed 3 ﬂags: Quarantine, Reject and None.
• If you set your DMARC setting as ʻnoneʼ, anyone is allowed to send emails
using your domain from any server and you wouldnʼt be informed if the
same was done.
• If you set your settings to ʻquarantineʼ you will get notiﬁcation(s) about
who sends emails using your domain but not your server.
• If you set it to ʻrejectʼ, no one would able to send emails via your domain
other than you own servers. Their mails would bounce.

6
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ࣥऌऔࢽऊࣾइऌएࢽऀअࣾऋऄंऐࢽࣿखࢽࣶࣾअऌऌࢾࢽ
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ंऊࣾआउࢽऊࣾएईंऑआऋऄ

W

ith Yahoo! recently announcing a huge change in its Email Policies
and Gmail rolling out its new tabbed inbox for desktop as well as mobile,
there is potential for huge impact on the email marketing world.
With these changes being rolled out by the two big ISPʼs (Internet Service
Provider), most marketers ﬁnd themselves in a state of ﬂux. The two major
concerns being: how to estimate the impact of these changes (whether
positive or negative) towards the campaigns, and how to make changes
or adjustments to the current email marketing strategies.
So hereʼs a look at what these changes are and what marketers can do
about them:
Part I: Yahoo! is freeing up email
IDs that have been inactive for at
least 12 months by resetting
them and giving them a fresh
start.

Part II: Gmail is rolling out its
new tabbed inbox which has an
auto-sort feature that pushes
your email in diﬀerent tabs
automatically.

PART I: What You Need to Know about Yahoo!ʼs new Email Policy Change
Recently, Yahoo! announced a huge change that may aﬀect how you
communicate with your subscribers. All Yahoo! Mail accounts that have
been inactive for the past 12 months can now be closed and reclaimed by
Yahoo! and then be made available again for new users.
Email Marketing Playbook 2014 - Security Updates
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Hereʼs an excerpt from the oﬃcial Yahoo! announcement: “Weʼre freeing
up IDs that have been inactive for at least 12 months, by resetting them
and giving them a fresh start. By mid-July anyone can have a shot at
scoring the Yahoo! ID they want.”
Read the original notiﬁcation here:

http://yahoo.tumblr.com/post/52805929240/yourname-yahoo-com-can-be-yours.

This means that all Yahoo! users who havenʼt logged in to their mailbox for
the past 12 months would have their emails deactivated and made
available for new registrations. This policy went into eﬀect on July 15th.
How does it aﬀect the Email Marketers?
With Yahoo making the unused accounts invalid, sending emails to such
email IDs will imply a hike in hard bounces which will degrade the IP
reputation that may in turn lead to increased spam placement.
What can email marketers do?
There are a few things that email marketers can try to decipher out how
much of their subscriberʼs list consist of inactive Yahoo! Mail IDs. The
following actions might not be useful for some marketers. So we have
presented the following actions suggestions rather than as a
comprehensive solution for all.
1. Filter out the Yahoo! Subscribers:
Filter the Yahoo! Subscribers who have not even opened a campaign sent
by you in the last 12 months and create a separate segment for them.
2. Use ﬁltered Yahoo! Mail recipient lists to check for active accounts:
This step is crucial for successful email delivery as bounces from
de-activated email IDs would skew your main campaign metrics.
Therefore, sending a Yahoo! Mail speciﬁc campaign will help you identify
the now de-activated accounts and have them added to the suppression
list. The active ones can be added back to your main mailing lists.

8
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An excerpt from what Yahoo! has to say:
“We will have a 30-day period between deactivation and before we
recycle these IDs for new users. During this time, weʼll send bounce
back emails alerting senders that the deactivated account no longer
exists.”

But be careful when you do this as large bounces on a campaign like this
can result in IP reputation and domain reputation degradation.
Still got a question? Reach out to us and weʼll help you regarding Yahoo!
Mailʼs changes.
PART II: What you need to know about Gmailʼs New Inbox
Recently, Gmail rolled out its new tabbed inbox for desktop as well as
mobile devices. It is an auto-sort feature which pushes your email in
diﬀerent tabs. All new messages are automatically ﬁled into one of these
tabs, meaning that email recipients have to “tab” through to view them.
These tabs are fully customizable but the standard packages are Primary,
Social and Promotions.
All new messages are automatically ﬁled into one of these
tabs, meaning that email recipients have to “tab” through to view them.
Hereʼs a closer look at the kind of tabs that are now part of Gmail:

PART II: What you need to know about Gmailʼs New Inbox
Hereʼs a closer look at the kind of tabs that are now part of Gmail:
Primary ‒ This tab is supposed to show email threads that primarily
consist of your one to one conversations with your acquaintances, your
payment conﬁrmations and important transactional messages.
Social ‒ This tab shows messages from social networks, media-sharing
sites, online-dating services and other social websites.
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Promotions ‒ This tab sorts and holds emails that cover deals, oﬀers and
other marketing and promotional emails.
Updates ‒ This tab will hold personal, auto-generated updates including
conﬁrmations, receipts, bills and statements.
Forums ‒ This tab holds messages from the online groups you might
belong to, discussion boards, chat threads, online communities etc.
Personalised Tabs ‒ You also have the option of creating more
personalized tabs. You can name the tabs according to your requirements,
can assign mails to them and also set rules for them deﬁning what kind of
emails should be held under the tab automatically.
What This means for Email Marketers?
On the positive side, instead of your emails getting lost among personal
messages, order conﬁrmations and social updates, marketers now have a
dedicated tab to showcase their mailers, oﬀers and messages. This means
that the users that open that tab will focus fully on those promotional
messages and quickly decide whether they want to engage with your
campaign or not. As a result, users might open and click on more
marketing related mails than they usually do.
Should marketers be worried about it?
The concept and process of bucketing emails and stacking them
diﬀerently is not new to digital marketing. This has historical precedence
in the ʻPriority Inboxʼ that Gmail had rolled out in 2011. While primarily a
grading based system, it allowed users to prioritize their emails and label
them as important or not so important. Similarly, there was another
update called ʻsmart labelsʼ that labelled the emails as important or not
and whether categorise it in the Inbox, Priority Inbox or Spam folder.
Since marketers were able to cope with such changes in the past, the
introduction of the new tabbed mailbox should not feel like the end of the
world. While Google is trying to give users a better and smarter way to
manage their mails, for marketers, it is also throwing open a challenge to
create and send campaigns that not only have great content but also
enough engagement to be able to land ﬁrst and foremost into the primary
tab.
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What Would Smart Marketers Do?
Be sure to continue to focus on creating high quality content. Great
content is what makes people look forward to receiving your emails and
actually click on a link. You can also proactively tell your Gmail subscribers
about the new tabs in their inbox and ask them to add you to the safe list
or to move your campaign to the Primary tab. For example: you can share
with them the following simple steps to change the tab under which your
campaign is held.
To read Googleʼs oﬃcial blog post, here (http://gmailblog.blogspot.in
/2013/05/a-new-inbox-that-puts-you-back-in.html) or to learn more about
the new Gmail inbox, watch the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFf7dlewJus
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SPAM

O

ne thing is for certain, on the internet your personal details are
susceptible to unwanted third parties. It does not matter how legitimate a
company seems to be at the face value; one can safely assume that most
of them are surely involved in the selling and buying of data, in the form
of lists.
However, having said all this, spamming has greatly received a blow over
the years. One of the most important factors for this has to be the
CAN-SPAM act. The CAN-SPAM act of 2003 (Controlling the Assault of Non
Solicited Pornography and Marketing) establishes requirements for those
who send emails, and imposes the penalties for spammers and companies
whose products are advertised in spam if they violate the law and gives
consumers the right to ask e-mailers to stop spamming them.
Here a few suggestions for you to follow while sending out your mailers:
1. Understand the CAN-SPAM act
No we donʼt expect you to know and memorize the act page to page, but
it is advisable to consult a lawyer and learn the rules because this is the
basic legal ground for your business to stand upon.
2. Rules arenʼt meant to be broken
Rules do not just end at CAN-SPAM if you are an email marketer. Even if
you send bulk permission based email to your recipients who deal with
large ISPʼs, you need to stick to the rulebook. That means following rules
lay down by the ISPʼs as well.
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3. Track the mail
You need to essentially know where your recipients are physically present
on the globe. It is not enough to comply with rules and regulations in the
country where your server is located alone, but you also need to comply
with spam laws, which may be diﬀerent for diﬀerent countries.
Now let us inform you about a few companies and individuals that have
been hit hard by these very laws. These companies, as you shall get to
know in a bit, had to shell out a lot of dollars to compensate for their
mistakes, some of which may have been inadvertent.
Lawsuit #1
Company Involved: ValueClick | Compensation Amount: $2.9 million
ValueClickʼs subsidiary Hi-Speed Media ended up shelling $2.9 million for
sending out deceptive e-mails, banner ads, and pop-ups to drive
consumers to its sites. When we told you not to use the ʻfʼ word, we learnt
that from this case as the e-mails and online ads claimed that consumers
were eligible for ʻfreeʼ gifts, including laptops, iPods, and high-value gift
cards.
Takeaway: Nothing sells like free. Using the ʻfʼ word can be misleading
AND costly.
Lawsuit #2
Company Microsoft | Compensation: $2 million
Second is Microsoft Corporation V/s. Mizhen et al. Microsoft sued Mizhen,
among others, alleging that he gamed Microsoftʼs ﬁlters by opening up
millions of Hotmail accounts and hitting the “this is not spam” button for
his own mail. This wasnʼt the ﬁrst time the Mizhen was sued by the
corporate giant. The ﬁrst case was settled earlier and the second time
Mizhen had to pay Microsoft $2,000,000 and promised not to spam MS
users any longer.
Takeaway: trying to hit “this is not spam” can backﬁre
Lawsuit #3
Companies involved: Small ISP in the US | Compensation: $1 Billion
A federal judge has awarded an Internet service provider more than $1
billion in what is believed to be the largest judgment ever against
spammers. Robert Kramer, whose company provides e-mail service for
about 5,000 subscribers in eastern Iowa, ﬁled suit against 300 spammers
after his inbound mail servers received up to 10 million spam e-mails a day
in 2000, according to court documents. AMP Dollar Savings Inc. of Mesa,
Ariz., was ordered to pay $720 million and Cash Link Systems Inc. of Miami,
Fla., was ordered to pay $360 million. The third company, Florida-based
TEI Marketing Group, was ordered to pay $140,000. It was made possible
by an Iowa law that allows plaintiﬀs to claim damages of $10 per spam
message.
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Takeaway: Itʼs not only the big corps who can claim huge damages
The CAN SPAM act has been in place for ﬁve and a half years. Compatible
state laws have been in place nearly as long. Anti-spam laws in the EU,
Australia, and New Zealand were enacted years ago. But the number of
signiﬁcant anti-spam lawsuits is so small that even individual bloggers can
easily keep track of them. Considering that several billion spam emails a
day are sent to peopleʼs inboxes, where are all the anti-spam lawsuits?
There are a couple of reasons, but by far the largest one is that, unless the
recipient is unusually lucky, anti-spam lawsuits are diﬃcult to prosecute
and win. The evidence in such suits is very technical ̶ mail headers,
WHOIS data, trace routes, ASN numbers, aﬃliate codes and HTTP
redirections that tie a sender to a particular message, or more likely, a
thousand messages. Judges tend to be reasonably smart, but few of them
have a technical background. That means that before a judge can rule
sensibly on a spam case, he or she needs to learn about the statutes and
case law that apply, and also enough about e-mail technology to
understand the evidence and evaluate the credibility of the lawyersʼ
arguments on each side. But if the above examples are anything to go by,
it pays to conform to CAN-SPAM laws and how.
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ࣥंࣾएऑࣿउंंँઌ࣬ऍंऋࣰࣰࣩࢽࣳऒउऋंएࣾࣿआउआऑख

O

penSSL is a global open source encryption code which is followed by
all the websites across the world, that encrypts data and ﬂow it securely
across servers. The 2012 version of OpenSSL had a bug also known as the
Heartbleed(www.http://heartbleed.com/) vulnerability, which was found
by Googleʼs Security Analyst Neel Mehta.
The solution: (CVE-2014-0160) of the vulnerability was recently
announced publically, after many websites got adversely aﬀected by it
and saw a decline in their traﬃc after their users realised about this
security breach.
It is of much pleasure to also inform that all of Octaneʼs clients were
secured by this vulnerability as we were not using the vulnerable version
of OpenSSL. We shifted a few servers to the higher version of OpenSSL
which is not aﬀected by this vulnerability.
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ऊࣾआउࢽ࣡ंउआओंएࣾࣿआउआऑखࢽࣾऋँࢽआऑऐࢽ
ऀअࣾउउंऋऄंऐ

E

-Marketing mailers have evolved drastically since the early days of plain
text messages. Itʼs now possible to create interactive campaigns and
embed the power of social media right into your messages. But even with
all the progress the basic fundamentals of email marketing have remained
constant. First among them is: make sure that your email reaches the
inbox safely. As it happens, email deliverability is still one of the key
challenges that businesses using email marketing face.
So what causes these problems? And what can be done to prevent them?
Hereʼs a short and useful analysis of the possible reasons:

Improper Segmentation: A basic mistake marketers make is that they
either segment their lists incorrectly, or not at all. As a result the messages
are delivered to people who might not be the best targets for that
campaign and then this can result in a lost opportunity. Good
segmentation helps you ﬁgure out what the diﬀerent groups in your email
are likely to respond to and create campaigns accordingly.
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Mailing Volume: Marketers who dispatch multiple email campaigns in a
single day can sometimes observe a large number of messages failing,
either because of ESP servers trying to streamline email traﬃc ﬂow, or
simply due to technical glitches in sending. It also impacts your credentials
negatively in the eyes of the ISP. Itʼs better to plan things and even out the
variations in email volumes as much as possible.
Use of Spam Phrases: Certain words and phrases are now ﬂagged as
possible spam keywords by ESPs and this should be avoided as much as
possible. These include typical hard-sell words like ʻbuy nowʼ, ʻspecial giftʼ,
ʻfreeʼ, etc. Of course this doesnʼt mean that you can never use them, but
just that an abundance of such words can have a negative impact on your
campaigns.
No Suppression List: When people unsubscribe from your emails, you
need to mark those addresses and add them to a suppression list. Not
honouring an unsubscribe or sending messages again to an uninterested
customer by mistake could make them mark your mail as spam! This can
have serious consequences for your reputation and cause you to lose
favour with your ESP.
Too Many Images, JavaScript: Image mailers have been used and abused
by spammers and virus mongers to such an extent that most email clients
now block images in mailers by default. So if your mailer is made entirely
of images, then your target audience will not see any content to start with
and will need to proactively enable images to see the same. This is
completely undesirable as the impact of your campaign is lost in the
process. If however, images are essential to your communication, then
use them as a small percentage of your design and be sure to specify the
correct information in the image tag. Similarly, JavaScript is also either
blocked or rejected by some email clients, leading to ruined campaigns or
failed delivery.
Remember, keeping it simple, clear and straight is the best policy. All
these resources and best practices should enable you to hit that send
button and dispatch your next great campaign correctly and conﬁdently!
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ࣤऊࣾआउࢽ࣡ंऀऌँंँ

T

he past faced changes at Gmail over the last one year has thrown newer
challenges for marketers. One can say it has been a roller coaster ride for
both marketers and consumers and ﬁnally the dust is settling down. This
blog tries to address such changes and may be seen as a mid-year round
up of Gmail changes for you. We are speciﬁcally addressing Gmailʼs 3
biggest changes in the past year: Feedback loop (FBL) and Unsubscribe
link, Action Buttons and Gmail Style-tag.
Gmailʼs FBL and Unsubscribe link:
Google is a tough task master when it comes to user satisfaction; therefore,
keeping this line of thought in mind they created FBL and unsubscribe
mechanism in Gmail. Whenever a mailer reaches the inbox an unsubscribe
link pops up on the top of your mailer only if you have SPF/DKIM in place.
Please note that SPF/DKIM is a mandate for better deliverability.
FBL is an initiative from Gmail to track spam rates, currently itʼs in the pilot
stage and only ESPs who are the member of M3WAAG organisation can
setup FBL for their client/clients (Octane is one of the select few). Based on
inputs from the selected ESPs, Gmail analyses the previous sending history
of the IPs and based on this reputation furnishes further details on how to
setup FBL. These two initiatives by Gmail have helped most ESPs to
improve their deliverability.
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Gmailʼs Action Buttons:
Action buttons are Gmailʼs latest addition to make its users like it even
better. How? A user can take action on an email without even opening it.
Emails have action buttons right next to subject lines. These action
buttons can be about a user conﬁrming an RSVP for an event, one click
track of a product shipment, subscribing to a newsletter in one tap or even
a review of a restaurant or a movie. This improves call to action (CTA) for
marketers and ease of convenience for users.
These action buttons are not simply present on Gmail; marketers have to
collaborate with Google to get these action buttons for their mailers. This
can be a long laborious process where Google tracks IPs and conﬁrms
reputation (arenʼt black listed) and that proper SPF/DKIM are in place.

Gmail Style-tag:
Now there is a newer way to increase interactivity in your mailers which is
not a GIF image; it is through Hover Boxes and Roll Over images. So how
does this work? You have to code your mailer in a certain way. When a user
moves his/her mouse on say a text box, the background colour of the box
can change or for example when the user moves his/her mouse over an
image, the image rollover can provide a 360 degree view of the product in
the mailer itself.
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How to create these boxes? Here is the HTML code.

Here is the code, please try the last line

It is commendable that Gmail is trying to build new functionality for a
better user experience and in the process it is removing road barriers. We
at Octane track such developments 24×7 and it is our pleasure to share
our insights and expertise on such issues. Hope this mid-year Gmail roundup has helped you keeping getting an overview on Gmailʼs most recent
advancements.
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ࣱअंࢽःःंऀऑऐࢽऌऋࢽऊࣾआउࢽ࣪ࣾएईंऑआऋऄࢽࣾऐࢽ
ࣤऌऌऄउंࢽऐऑࣾएऑऐࢽ࣠ࣾऀअआऋऄࢽऊࣾआउࢽࣦऊࣾऄंऐ

J

ust when email marketers had started to understand the impact of the
changes Google had made to Gmail with the inbox tabs there is yet
another change that has struck the email marketing world like a bolt of
lightning. So what has Google done now? Is it good for our campaigns or
bad? Well letʼs try to understand whatʼs happening ﬁrst.

So, Google announced a few days ago that for Gmail, it is now displaying
all images automatically for all received emails by caching those images
on their own server (googleusercontent.com) and scanning them for
security vulnerabilities there. Thatʼs a win for Gmail users and for mailer
security but that will also impact the tracking and analytic metrics for
email campaigns. On Octane, that primarily comes down to functions like
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real-time image updating; and metrics like geo-locations and recipient
device/OS/browser information in the reports section. However, while
there is an impact on these metrics, as per our current testing for the
Octane platform; the total open data is not getting impacted (due to some
clever coding) which is a big positive for our users as some of the other
ESPʼs (Email Service Providers like Octane) across the globe are facing
trouble with tracking their total opens data now.
For email marketing campaigns, all ESPʼs place a pixel image that helps
them in tracking opens, geographical locations (via IPs), browser,
operating system (OS) and the device used to view those campaigns.
Normally, with every open on an email, the user side client/ISP would fetch
the images from the ESP server where they would be stored linked to the
sent email campaign. With Googleʼs new change now, with every open,
request for the associated images would be sent to the Google cache and
not to the originating server of the ESP. Therefore, the location shown to
all ESPʼs
worldwide could be changed to Mountain View, CA (Googleʼs HQ). This is
why there will be an impact on the tracking metrics. The good news here
is that there will be an increase in the number of unique opens. This will
be because all those people who were opening the campaigns but not
loading the images will also now get recorded in the reporting data.
With this change, Google is aiming to make Gmail a more secure place for
its users by taking away the menace of malicious code in email images and
performing security scans on its own servers. But at the same time, this
change can also have a negative impact as it can potentially validate data
for spammers (in terms of conﬁrming an active email address). Generally,
when you donʼt load/download images in an email, spammers donʼt get
to validate your email ID as active or dormant/fake. However, with
automatic image downloads on Gmail, they can now validate and identify
active email IDs.
In the long run, automatic images can be quite the blessing for email
marketers but for now, we need to ﬁgure out how to make sure our
analytics data stays accurate and relevant.
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ࣴअखࢽआऐࢽऑअࣾऑࢽऊࣾआउࢽࣰऍࣾऊࣜࢽࣞऐईࢽࣤऊࣾआउࢾ

G

oogle has recently announced a new feature related to Gmail spam
ﬁlters. From now on, in addition to pushing the oﬀending emails to the
spam folder where they await extinction, the spam ﬁlter is also going to
tell you why it thinks a particular message is spam.
Spam - As explained by Google
The Gmail help centre explains the parameters for considering a message
as spam, which include:
• Phishing scams
• Messages from an unconﬁrmed sender
• Messages you marked as spam
• Similarity to suspicious messages
• Administrator-set policies
This means that from now on, Gmail will tell you which of these criteria
applies to the email you are viewing in the spam folder. You can read up
more on these individual factors in detail by visiting this
(https://support.google.com/mail/answer/1366858?hl=en) oﬃcial Google
page.
Why this update?
Email spam is one of toughest challenges when it comes to digital
communication today. Thereʼs no telling how many users lose personal
data and sensitive information because of email phishing scams, while at
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the same time, spooﬁng addresses leads to the loss of credibility of an
innocent sender. This update comes as a part of Googleʼs continued
eﬀorts to educate users about email spam and how to stay ahead of it.
Eﬀorts like these are very helpful because itʼs surprising to see how even
the most advanced internet users sometimes fall for these scams.

Hands Up
Spammers !
SPAM

Impact
The “Why Is This Spam?” development is likely to accelerate anti-spam
eﬀorts and help develop more intelligent ﬁlters to protect email
communication. For instance, now you will be automatically protected
from senders whose emails have been marked spam by a large
number of users. Moreover, this will help users become more aware of
the possibility of a fraudulent mail and equip them with quick checks
that they can make to ensure that the email comes from a legitimate
source.
At Octane, we appreciate Googleʼs actions in this regard and feel
determined to strive even harder in our eﬀorts to educate India about
the menace of spam and limit its proliferation in our industry.
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ऊࣾआउࢽआऐࢽࣰऑआउउࢽࣨआऋऄ

Y

ou are online on Facebook chat and a pop up appears from a friend.
You canʼt ignore it. It reads, can you please like this page and then like this
picture for a random competition that I wish to win. Like I said, your friend
sent it to you, you canʼt ignore it and hence you are obliged to like it. And
the company who thought of this annoying tactic does earn one more like,
but at what cost? At the cost of that user (in this case you) never coming
back to that page or even bothering about it. If you had to pick one, what
would it be: a Facebook “like” or an email address? ”
Given a choice between a qualiﬁed email address and a “like” of our
Facebook business page, we would prefer to choose the email address. If
you are thinking that why would we even opt for a like over an email
address just because we are an email marketing company, we will tell you
here is why:
1. To ʻLikeʼ or not to ʻLikeʼ is NOT the question
Before we commence, we solemnly swear that are not against social media
(yup, another Harry Potter reference). Getting thousands of “Likes” and
driving potential customers to your page is undoubtedly good stuﬀ but
the real value comes in your ability to inspire them into action past the
“Like”. Even though many people believe that social media is interactive
and is a two way process, it really isnʼt so when you actually come to think
of it. You may have thousands of followers but might end up having only
tens of customers, and this isnʼt a joke, itʼs a happening reality. Rest of the
community of online users are there under your sphere of inﬂuence but
when you come to think of it, it takes a second for any user to skip a post
while you spend hours thinking about what to post next and we are pretty
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2. An email is more personal
This is one area where an email scores highly over social media. At the
fundamental level itself an email is more intimate and personalized. It
helps a company to form and nurture a relationship with its customers and
usually a long one at that. As an email marketer you have complete access
to tools that let you know your click through rates, conversions, analytics,
the works, etc. Using that information you can design even more
customized newsletters for a particular set of your customers, a technique
known as segmentation and targeting. A post on a social networking
website on the other hand is open to everyone, people who like your page
and even people who donʼt or havenʼt yet liked it. It does become diﬃcult
to diﬀerentiate between customers and potential customers or random
users on the web browsing your page. Therefore your post must be
general in nature.
So, Email-1. Social Media-0.
3. Trust
An email sent out over regular intervals of time helps to builds trust in a
consumerʼs mind. Also the way you obtain even a single email address
requires more hard work and eﬀort on the part of an advertiser than the
eﬀort it takes to obtain a single like or a follower. The returns speak for
themselves. Since a user signs up to receive your newsletter and takes out
ﬁve minutes from his busy life to know more about your company and its
oﬀerings, you know for a fact that he is a genuine customer and one that
you shouldnʼt let go away with just a like and never treat again. From the
ﬁrst click of the “subscribe” button they are making a silent statement of
trust. Itʼs up to you what you do with that trust. You really canʼt say the
same for a user who just liked your page a few days ago but whom you
canʼt seem to track later on.
So the bottom line is that every time you might send out an email to your
client list, the chance of a conversion of a prospective customer into a
customer is higher when compared to a like or a follower. Therefore one
canʼt say with certainty that every time you put out a post on a social
networking site, you will make a sale, although some of your followers will
like that particular post. Just to make you feel comfortable about social
media and its relevance, our next weekly blog will be on the integration of
social media and email marketing. However for now, we hope you are
convinced that email is still the king.
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P

ermission Marketing … Howoften do you hear this term? Not often.
Right?
However it is an age old concept, where you ask the customer if they are
interested in a product; if they are then a marketer creates a platform
where the customer can know everything about the product and ﬁnally
can decide to do a transaction. However in todayʼs scenario this concept is
brought forward by Marketing Guru Seth Godin particularly for
E-Marketing. It is like old & seasoned wine packed in a ﬂamboyant bottle.
Permission is when a customer comes to you and gives you the right to
share your oﬀering with them because they are genuinely interested. If you
have someoneʼs email id doesnʼt mean you have been given the
permission to send them ʻnʼ number of emails, and furthermore itʼs a bad
practice as none of your mails would ever be opened. Nowadays when
people donʼt have the patience to unsubscribe they would mark your mail
spam which could be a disaster for any ambitious campaign.
There is a new tactic that supermarkets have opted for Interruption
Marketing. Presuming that a customer needs to buy detergent, which is at
his eye level from a particular gate at the supermarket. S/he canʼt enter
from any gate of the supermarket to buy the detergent; they would have
to enter only from the deﬁned gate and then walk 200 meters to get their
detergent. Reason? Simply to make customer see new luring oﬀers on
clothes or groceries. They will be tempted to buy something or the other.
Itʼs like playing with the psyche of customers. Our Marketing Gurus call this
forceful strategy as Interruption Marketing.
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Wherein Permission Marketing is the total opposite of this kind of practice.
The key here is ʻpatienceʼ, customer is the king when it comes to
Permission Marketing and they get what they want without any additions
or subtractions. Permission Marketing is indeed changing the rules of
marketing warfare. It is a perfect example of “Customer Empowerment”
Beneﬁts of Permission Marketing:
1. Since the customer has chosen you there are greater chances that your
campaign will work, resulting in a sale or a business opportunity.
2. A user can get custom updates on email. For e.g.: On a website that sells
books, a user can chose a particular book or author and then subscribe
to email alerts. User will only get the updates for products s/he has
chosen. The user can also make custom changes to the updates they get
via Permission Marketing. For E.g.: You can chose options like e-mailers
or direct mailers, daily/weekly/bi-monthly or monthly updates and Text
or HTML links.
3. User may love your website and service but they arenʼt able to keep up
with all the updates. Here comes the option of RSS feed to get regular
updates on your email ids.
4. Another irresistible beneﬁt of Permission Marketing is -Customer
Retention. Many companies face this challenge. You can send customers
coupons, ﬂyers and mailers, but it doesnʼt guarantee that the customer
will stick to you. Permission Marketing takes all these problems away.
Customer is sticking with you because s/he like the service/product
provided by your company. Thus you need not worry about customers
jumping to other companies on a frequent basis.
Permission marketing is the best way to market your product or service
and create a niche for it. It facilitates in creating happy customers. As Seth
Godin said Permission Marketing is ʻAnticipated, Personal & Relevant ʼ.
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M

anaging your brand reputation online can be tricky. Today, there are
multiple social networks with various content sources to monitor and
digital marketers frequently ﬁnd it diﬃcult to pin down and measure the
exact inﬂuence of their PR and email campaigns accurately. In a world of
constantly posted tweets, status messages and blogs, the volume of data
being generated is immense and itʼs a herculean task trying to sift through
what is relevant and in relation to your brand and your company.
Octane has observed this challenge and worked hard to create an elegant
solution for it. A powerful new product that we call…
The Online Reputation Management Tool

Developed specially for digital marketers who require an in-depth
assessment of their brand reputation online, it lets you analyse mentions
in news items, the eﬀectiveness of PR and email campaigns and lets you
take stock of speciﬁc keyword trends. This tool enables you to monitor a
large part of the social media universe including forums and blogs from a
single platform. Social media monitoring has never been this easy!
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Features of the Online Reputation Management Tool
Weʼve baked some unique and innovative features into this product that
instantly provide enhanced ﬂexibility and insights to modern digital
marketers. Some key features are:
Extensive Keyword Analysis: Using the Online Reputation Management
Tool, you can analyse and track keywords not only across social media, but
also on blogs and discussion forums. Powerful analytics tools make data
visualization easier and help you break down keyword behaviour.

Real-Time Trends: You can use this tool not only to observe the impact of
past marketing campaigns but you can also analyze changes in keyword
trends in real time. Set up watch-points on topics of interest and see
trends as they shape up. This gives you the ability to adapt your
campaigns based on the ﬂow of interests and conversations of your target
audience.
Cross-Network Functionality: This tool provides attributes of diﬀerent
social networking sites in one place. Which means that you get the ability
to save search keywords, bookmark speciﬁc posts, reply to tweets and
re-tweet from within the tool itself.
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Sentiment and Inﬂuence Metrics: With this versatile tool, weʼve also made
it easy to gauge the prevalent sentiment online about your company and
campaigns. You can set four ʻsentiment levelsʼ (Green, Yellow, Red and
Dangerous) for social media posts. Simultaneously, this tool also provides
you with details about social media users like their online inﬂuence, online
activity and number of followers.
The Online Reputation Management Tool is a unique product that
completely changes the manner in which digital marketers analyse and
implement their digital campaigns. It provides immense ﬂexibility and
reaches across the social media spectrum and enables you to help shape
how your brand and reputation is perceived online.
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ࣰऌऀआࣾउࢽࣈࢽऊࣾआउࣗࢽ
ࣰखऋंएऄआंऐࢽःऌएࢽं࣊࣪ࣾएईंऑआऋऄ

T

he fact that email marketing works is demonstrated beyond any doubt
by its strong and growing adoption. However, digital marketers also feel,
and quite correctly, that a campaign launched purely through email can
take time to get oﬀ the ground. This is why the new trend of ʻsocial + emailʼ
is catching up fast as companies realize the importance of engagement
and dynamic campaign management.
Why Social + Email?
There are many advantages of using social media along with email, such as:
• Together they form an impressive synergy. Your social media eﬀorts help
grow your email list, and your email marketing fuels your social media
eﬀorts.
• Data collected from social media campaigns can be used to reﬁne your
email list, making it possible to ﬁne-tune targeting and earn better returns.
• It becomes a wonderful tool for sentiment analysis, as listening to
conversations helps you ﬁgure out how the recipients are responding to
your campaigns.
• Social + email allows you to conduct a more thorough post-campaign
analysis and synthesize better marketing strategies.
• It increases the ʻwowʼ factor of your campaigns, making them more
compelling and share-worthy. The resulting reputation enhancement is a
huge gain by itself.
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Trends in Social + Email
Social media integration with email marketing is allowing businesses to
create novel new-age campaigns and get better ROI. Hereʼs proof:
• Croc, a major shoe retailer, is well-known for mixing its social media and
email intelligently. Itʼs using its Facebook and Twitter presence to drive
“newsletter-only” oﬀers, which are allowing it to go from strength to
strength.
• Another good example comes from a recent campaign conducted by
Dingo-an Ohio-based pet-food company-that oﬀered cash coupons for
liking their page AND subscribing to the newsletter. To raise the bar, they
stipulated that the oﬀer applies only if they cross 5,000 Facebook fans
(previously being at 300) ‒ a diﬃcult-looking target they managed to
humble in only three days!
Analysts predict that in time to come, email is only going to get more
social and help drive more powerful campaigns. So to make sure that you
ride this trend, your social + email strategy needs to be deﬁned now!
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G

oogle has done it again! Here comes Gmailʼs ʻAction Buttonsʼ. Gmailʼs
Action Buttons allows a user to take action on an email before opening it.
For instance you receive an invitation to attend an event; a button will
appear at the end of the subject line of that email in your inbox that will
say RSVP. When you will click on RSVP a drop down will appear with the
details of the event and will also allow a user to take action by click yes,
no or may be.
Following are the action buttons created by Gmail:
1. One-Click Action: One click action is the ʻadd to queueʼ action that allows
the user to conﬁrm a pre-deﬁned request. Itʼs used for save or conﬁrm
action. For instance, save a shopping coupon for future usage or accept a
registration conﬁrmation from an e-commerce website.
2. Review Action: As the name suggests review action is to give your
review on movies, restaurants and products etc. Click the review action
button and rate anything you want.
3. RSVP Action: This action button is for events. A ticket booking website, a
restaurant or an events organization can use this button to send invites
and give invitees an easier way to RSVP. (Please note: RSVP action is not
currently available on Gmail).
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Go To Action: This action button helps the user to reach the action page
faster. The user does go to the merchantʼs site; however, s/he goes directly
to the page where the action is required missing going to extra page in
between. For instance, if you get a mail to conﬁrm your email registration
for a newsletter, you can put an action button to conﬁrm it directly
without open the website. Itʼs an action button that gives a user quicker
turnaround time
These action buttons can really prove proﬁtable for your business as they
are a tool to customer delight. However, these actions are not available
simply on your users Gmail. An organization has to go to a set of steps to
get these action buttons for their campaigns. What do you need to do?
• You should have a whitelisted Domain with SPF and DKIM in place
• You should already be using that Domain to send campaigns
• You need to ﬁll a form and submit to Google asking for which action you
want to deploy on your campaigns (for every action button this whole
process will be replicated)
• You need to send a test email to an email id
(schema.whitelisting+sample@gmail.com) having the mark-up schema
for action buttons included in the test email
• Once you have sent the request, Google will check your domains
integrity and thereafter a Google representative will contact you and help
you activate the action button for your domain
•Also domain should not have a previous history of spam
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࣬ऍऑࣦ࣊ऋࢽࣣऌएऊऐࣗ
ࣥऌऔࢽऑऌࢽऒऐंࢽऑअंऊࢽࣾऋँࢽऔअखࣜ

W

hat is an Opt-in form and why do I need it?
Asking permission has always been a sign of your respect for others and
this philosophy is becoming more and more prevalent and important in
todayʼs ever changing business environment. Consumers are becoming
smarter and more demanding. Gone are the times of accepting whatever
the company decides to send; now itʼs all about the consumer dictating
the information they want to receive. Permission marketing is when a
potential consumer gives permission to a company to communicate with
them by delivering them the information they want to receive. Opt-in
forms are the bread and butter of the permission marketing game and
todayʼs marketing environment. The goal of the opt-in forms is to basically
take permission from visitors and customers to communicate regularly
with them. It also is very important to realize that without obtaining
permission through opt-in forms, your email campaign is just considered
spam; which not only aﬀects your brand image and credibility, but also
your innate ability to send emails.
Where should I put it?
Most visitors to your site are not going to search your website in and out
to ﬁnd the opt-in form, this is why you need to make sure you put your
opt-in form in locations that the potential subscriber will see as well as
acknowledge. The reason why placement is important is because most of
the time the reader will not visit your site with the goal of registering to
communicate with you. You need to place the ʻcall to actionʼ in locations
that attract the customerʼs attention.
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Here are some of the main and predominant places to place your opt-in
form:
End of your blog post or other company resource.
The subscriber has just ﬁnished reading your blog post and liked the post
enough to ﬁnish it. It is likely then that they want to receive more
information from your company, so give them that opportunity with your
opt-in form. This can also be true for other resources such as case studies
or white papers.
The Landing Page
Your potential subscriber has just started to visit your landing page and
they like what they are seeing. You need to give them an option to receive
more information and content; this is exactly where your opt-in comes
into play. The landing page can contribute the greatest number of
registrations if placed correctly.
Footer of webpage
Place it at the footer of each of your company pages. The same as with the
company resource; if the subscriber makes it to the bottom of your page,
which ever page it may be, it should indicate a level of interest in content
that you are providing so give him/her the opportunity to sign up for more.
Social Media Pages
You send out updates when a new blog post or video gets released, why
not try to engage these subscribers who already follow you on social
media? On Facebook, you can use an app to create a plug-in for your home
page to acquire subscribers. For our companyʼs Facebook page,
www.facebook.com/octanein, we use a simple subscribe now tool which
we placed along the top banner of our page as seen below.
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Donʼt forget to share the opt-in link through social media as well. For
example if you have just shared a video through Facebook and Twitter
make sure you send out a follow up post stating if they want more content
and resources to sign up through the link.
How and When?
Have a nice clean call action which
should entice the reader. Avoid
generic call to actions such as
ʻsign up nowʼ. Try something such
as ʻSign up for our Newsletterʼ and
then give a short description on
what are the beneﬁts of signing
up. For example the link below which is one that we use on our company
website indicates the call to action which is ʻSubscribe to Our Newsletterʼ.
It is followed by what the subscriber can expect to receive which should
entice the subscriber enough to register their email. This simple opt-in
form can be placed in many diﬀerent locations because of its size and
simplicity. Below is an example of a small opt-in form we use on our
homepage www.octane.in.
On the opt-in form, keep it short and sweet. Make sure you clearly explain
what beneﬁts they will receive and how often to expect it in a clean and
concise package. The form is all about creating trust between you and the
subscribers, and messy unorganized formatting doesnʼt foster this trust.
Keeping in line with the trust factor, donʼt ask for an excess of information,
only relevant information such as ﬁrst and last name, email address,
mailing address and geographical location. This data can be very useful in
segmenting your subscribers. You also need to realize there is a ﬁne line
on how to ask for it. The more information you ask for, the more
uncomfortable the subscriber will become and the chances of them
backing out increases because they feel uncomfortable revealing the
information.
Double opt-in
So far we have been only talking about single opt-in which is when they
sign up, they automatically get added to the mailing list, but it is important
that we also mention double opt-in. A double opt-in is when the subscriber
signs up, a conﬁrmation email is sent to their email and they must click on
the link provided to conﬁrm their addition to the mailing list. It is important
to note that people who are really interested in signing up will proceed
with the double opt-in process. This is a good way of maintaining a high
quality and interested number of subscribers on your list.
We hope after reading this you have learned something about opt-in
forms and how they can help your company grow. Try to test it to see
which opt-in list call to action has the most traction and attracts the most
sign-ups for your resources.
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N

othing demoralizes an email marketer more than inactive subscribers.
Itʼs like having a roomful of friends who refuse to pay attention to you.
What fun it was, you think to yourself, when they ﬁrst signed up for your
campaign! The list was growing quickly, with only the sky as the limit,
when a year later most of them have gone dormant and you are thinking
of doing something about it. But hereʼs a trap: most marketers think that
because these subscribers are inactive, they are no more needed. This can
be a big mistake and you as a marketer need to be very careful that you
are doing this for the right reasons.
Letʼs look at why your inactive subscribers might not be that active:
Response measurement: You deﬁnitely had certain parameters in mind
when you deﬁned “conversion” for this particular campaign. And that
metric may not be how the subscribers are interacting with your campaign
anymore. For instance, maybe the list got oﬀ the ground be selling New
Year gifts, and even though people are not buying gifts anymore, they are
reading your emails. Could this be leading you to label them as inactive?
Platform woes: Maybe they are on a diﬀerent device, like the tablet or
mobile, where your campaign just doesnʼt behave the way it should. If that
is so, you need to test and create campaigns for that platform before you
call it quits on the “inactive” subscribers.
Seasonal responses: Itʼs possible that the subscribers, or some of them,
are waiting for that time of the year when you launch the special oﬀers.
This means that in the meanwhile, they had no incentive to interact with
your campaign. However, that also doesnʼt mean they have deserted you.
Think about it. All those inactive subscribers you were about to axe could
actually be a very good thing.
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W

e all know that improving the opt-in rate is the best way to help grow
your list. Email addresses acquired this way carry far higher potential for
conversion and creating loyal users. But how in Godʼs name do you
increase opt-ins? Turns out that thereʼs no secret here - just simple,
important things that often get overlooked and result in a shrinking email
marketing list.
Ready to go back to the basics? Letʼs start:
Put the email subscription form on all the pages: You need to give the
smoothest possible experience to the users. This means that there should
be as few clicks as possible when you want them to opt in; this is why you
need to put the opt-in form on every page so that it doesnʼt disrupts
browsing for your user. In our experience the subscription form on the
TOP right section of a web page works best, donʼt expect users to scroll
down and ﬁll the form.
Give them a reason to sign-up: Why would people want to opt in, unless
you are oﬀering something valuable in return? Give them a free e-book,
email course, discount coupon ‒ anything that justiﬁes capturing their
interest and amounts to something of value. This will not only help in
increasing the opt-ins but also spread awareness about your expertise.
Donʼt annoy them: Your opt-in form should not pop out on every other
page nor should it be compulsory to browse a relevant part of the website.
Using such brute-force tactics will only make the users impatient and turn
away.
Keep testing! ‒ What does the ideal opt-in form look like? No one knows!
Thatʼs why no matter how much you are in love your creation there is no
substitute to testing. Colours, fonts, size ‒ these and all other possible
factors need to be tested for and improved on.
It might be a long time before you ﬁnally ﬁgure out what works for you.
Keep at it ‒ the rewards are worth it!
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उआऐऑऐ

T

here can be no doubt that email makes marketing easy. So easy in fact,
that sometimes businesses are willing to sacriﬁce common sense for what
they see as a quick and sure way to gain attention. Yes, we are talking
about the (in) famous Email Lists. Some people like to call them “bulk”
email lists, but the nature of the beast remains the same.
In todayʼs post, we want to talk about why buying email lists is the easiest
and the sure shot way to defeat your marketing goals. Most of this stuﬀ
will seem “obvious”, but then human beings are surprisingly good at
neglecting the obvious! So without further ado, letʼs start.
Why NOT to buy email lists
Hereʼs why we are against the idea:
You canʼt buy loyalty: If thereʼs one factor you should understand more
than any other, this is the one. Loyalty grows from familiarity and
appreciation, things that just canʼt be sustained through buying. Are the
email recipients going to care about something they have never heard of
before? Most likely not.
Shooting in the dark is no communication: When you buy an email list,
you have no idea who those people are, what they do, and what they
want. Under these circumstances, it is impossible for you to create a
message that is going to appeal to them. What if you are a car
manufacturer and the majority on the email list you just bought are in
their pre-teens!
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Permission marketing is not just a buzzword: People are always
surrounded by salesmen. Always. And they hate the usual sales pitch. And
so when those thousands of recipients on your email list are annoyed by a
message they never asked for, you know what they are going to do: mark
as spam!
It leads to poor analysis: Marketers always try to improve their
communication based on the responses they get. But when you have no
idea what type of person received your email, analysing the response
means nothing. The next time around, youʼll still be making mistakes, only
just worse.
So, whatʼs the way out?
As we at Octane email Marketing have demonstrated time and again,
thereʼs no alternative to using a world-class email marketing system and
growing your own personal list methodically. Moreover, what you gain
from here is permanent and priceless.
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W

e are always interested in knowing how to make our newsletters
much more awesome. We have discussed how to build the perfect list. Let
us say you have all of this in place and more, a great email service provider
like Octane too but it is still incomplete if you have no mechanism to
recapture lost email addresses.Let us take a look at a few aspects:
Create more engaging content
The major reason for a disgruntled subscriber has to be content. The
simple reason why your email is not making it to the ʻreadʼ section of his
inbox is because your content might simply not be engaging enough. You
may say you have enough engaging content, but take a relook and see
whether youare catering to one segment or several segments? Are you
alienating the youth for the middle-aged executives? Figure out the
optimum mix.
Identify optimum frequency
Are you talking to the customer too little or
too often? Your inactive subscribers can
only be due to these two reasons. If you are
sending out too little info, send a bit more.
It is easier to lure in such subscribers.
Throw in a discount or a freebie and see
the conversion rates speak for themselves.
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Invalid email addresses
Letʼs say you implemented all the above
steps and identiﬁed the loopholes in your
strategy also so far, but what about
inactive or invalid email addresses?Is there
any trick in the book for that? You bet
there is. Your best bet in this instance is to
add these inactive addresses to your
bouncing email address ﬁle and run these
through an Email Change of Address
(ECOA) service, which can provide you
with updates for up to 15% of your ﬁle on an initial project and up to ~30%
of your ﬁle over the course of a year.
Re-engaging former customers is signiﬁcantly less costly than ﬁnding new
customers and increases your overall customer lifetime value. Email
recapture campaigns need to be designed to get your subscriber to back
to your website and make purchases again. Trust us, they are completely
worth a marketerʼs eﬀort. They have the ability to increase customer
conversions more than twice the rate of normal campaigns. So, all we
would suggest you to do is to ﬁrst do what you can to recapture your
inactives and then be sure to update your dormant email accounts with
their current, preferred email addresses before your competition steals
your customers away. Increase ROI, enhanced sale ﬁgures and more
happy customers is a by-product anyways so keep them Engaged.
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I

t is said that an email campaign is as good as the list it is sent out to, and
thatʼs why, digital marketers are always looking for ways to constantly
improve the quality of their lists. While adding on new subscribers is easy,
the one speciﬁc area where most marketers struggle is how to segregate
the active subscribers from the inactive ones and then how to revive those
who have been inactive for a long time.
Now, itʼs normal to have inactive subscribers on your list, but it is not a
desirable situation since you are not able to interact with or inﬂuence
these subscribers. This can reduce the value, reach and estimated potential
of your list. So is there a solution then that can help trim your list to make
it more qualitative? There is! And it is called…
The Advanced Segmentation Tool
We are very pleased and proud to announce
the release of Octaneʼs new feature, The
Advanced Segmentation Tool!
This feature has been specially created to
make list segmentation easy. It helps
create new lists based on user behaviour
from existing databases that you use for
mailing. Segmenting recipients on the basis of their interactivity with your
campaigns, this powerful new feature directly helps target the right
audience with the right communication! Marketers get the option to create
lists based on the following parameters:
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• Ever Opened - Subscribers who have opened your mailer
• Never Opened - Subscribers who have never opened your mailer
• Ever Clicked - Subscribers who have opened your mailer and clicked
• Never Clicked - Subscribers who have opened your mailer but never
clicked
Thatʼs it! Within no time at all, you are able to create a new list from
multiple existing ones using the built in date range option. The subscribers
are now segmented according to their behaviour and you can focus on
dispatching specialized campaigns. Campaigns that are tailor made for
active users and others that target the inactive ones trying to get feedback
on why they donʼt interact with your communication anymore.

One Tool, Many Beneﬁts
So then, The Advanced Segmentation tool brings many beneﬁts to the
digital marketer. Beneﬁts such as:
• It helps improve the list quality and also adds the ﬂexibility to modify and
refresh segmented lists.
• It helps your campaigns to be more focused and targeted.
• It helps increase relevant engagement.
• It raises the potential for increase in conversation rates.
• It raises the potential for increased ROI.
The Advanced Segmentation Tool is a product of careful planning and
research. Built specially for the modern digital marketer, it provides great
ﬂexibility for targeted email marketing campaigns using your existing lists.
Itʼs a feature that is oﬀered absolutely free to all our clients and partners
and is available to use now!
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IST(z)OMANIA -Does it sound like a disease? Well, itʼs quite the opposite.
We at Octane ﬁrmly believe in anti-spam and ergo advise our clients not to
waste money in purchasing lists rather to build their own. Having said that,
we know it is much harder to build a list from scratch than one may think.
It may be a little tough but not impossible.
When you come to think of it, your list of current and potential clients is
the most important resource you need for your campaign to show eﬀective
and measurable results. You can have the best of templates, the best HTML
coders and even the best email service providers, but if you donʼt have the
best or the most relevant target audience, all that eﬀort shall go down the
drain. There is no need to worry as Octane has compiled 22 ways, using
which you can build your very own permission based list:
1. When you hand out your business card at a conference or a seminar, get
the receiver to opt in by putting an oﬀer on the back. It would make the
signup exercise much easier and you would also be reaching out to a
potential customer
2. When at trade shows, carry a clipboard or a sign-up book to be able to
send emails to those who sign up on the spot
3. Do not forget to include a newsletter sign-up link in your email signature,
it helps lure in new subscribers if the content is engaging (which is a
prerequisite)
4. If you already have a built up address book, even a personal one will do,
send out an email asking if recipients would like to opt in to your
companyʼs online subscriptions
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5. Plan to host your own event- Seminars, Summits, Business Conferences,
User Group Meetings and request attendees to sign up for the same. Just
get them to sign up in return.
6. Trade shows - Collect business cards and scan them into a spreadsheet.
Make sure you ask permission to send email to them
7. Use Facebook - Host your own group and invite people to it, then post
new links often. From time to time, post a link to sign up for your
newsletter. Use Facebook Pages with an opt-in form and build on your
existing audience
8. Use Twitter, tweet the link to your email campaign every time you
launch it
9. Give your employees an incentive to collect legitimate and valid email
addresses, the compensation that you provide could be monetary or nonmonetary but it must be inspiring enough
10. If you have any insightful whitepapers, case studies or research reports
that your company is giving out for free in a downloadable format, make
sure to invite your user to sign-up for receiving such future updates over
the email.
11. Referrals - Nothing beats word of mouth. Ask your customers to refer
you to say 5 more people and give their email addresses, and in exchange
youʼll give them a discount
12. Track your bounces - you donʼt want to leave any bounced email and
let it slip. Get them back on your list! If email still doesnʼt work, send snail
mail instead and make them feel extra special about themselves yet make
them feel they are losing out by not signing up with their updated email
address
13. You could also trade newsletter space with a neighbouring noncompeting business by including a link for their opt-in form and ask them
to include yours in their newsletter
14. SEO - Make sure your website is optimized for your keywords. If you
want to be a market leader in your ﬁeld, you need to be at the top of the
natural search when people are looking for your products or services
15. Giveaways - Be slightly more generous than usual. Send people
something physical and in turn ask for their email address as well as their
postal address
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16. Include opt-in forms on every page on your site, and we mean every
page
17. Popup windows - First of all donʼt make people want to leave your site.
Eventually even if they do, pop up a window and ask for the email address
18. Include an email share button or a forward-to-a-friend link in your
emails just in case your recipient wants to forward your content to someone
they think will ﬁnd it interesting. Also, include a forward-to-a-friend on
every page of your site
19. Oﬀer “Email only” discounts and donʼt use those oﬀers anywhere but
email
20. Telemarketing - If youʼve already got people hooked on the phone,
kindly donʼt hang up until you ask them if you can add them to your
newsletter as well
21. Back to the basics, put a ﬁshbowl on your reception and do a weekly
prize giveaway of your product and announce it to your subscriber base.
Add everyone who puts their card on to your newsletter list
22. Include an opt-in form inside your emails for those people who get
your email forwarded to them
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࣫ंऔऐउंऑऑंए

T

he festive season is upon us. Consumers love to get drenched in raining
discounts and oﬀers. If you have a product/service to oﬀer, you would
obviously want to cash in on the festive fervour too. But the question is,
how are you reaching out to your consumers? With the facility of bulk SMS
under ﬁre from TRAI, the next logical medium to interact with potential
and current customers is email marketing. Here, we will discuss a quick-hit
list of how to make an eﬀective newsletter in this blog post.
So letʼs think of it from a customerʼs point of view. You may have opted in
to numerous newsletters. But I am sure you donʼt check each of them with
the same intent. Some are partly read, some completely read whereas
some are not read at all. The factors that lead to eﬀective newsletter
campaigns are:
Engaging Content:
If a customer has opted in for your newsletter himself, the intent is clear.
He is interested in your product or service. To keep having customers
interact with your brand as you would like them to, provide them with
engaging content. Tell them something they donʼt already know about
your product or industry, something that keeps them coming back to your
website through your newsletter.
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Sell, but to an extent only
Again, an opt-in user means an interested user and a current or potential
buyer. Do not try too hard to keep selling through your newsletter. Use it
as a tool instead to shorten the sale cycle and sell more often. Throw in a
few discounts or free trials for your loyal customers and the users who
have opted in themselves.

Keep the newsletter short and simple
The KISS (keep it short and simple) rule applies to newsletters as well as it
does to any other email you send out as well. The average attention span
per email is just about 20-30 seconds. That is all the time you have to put
your message across clearly.
Donʼt make it text heavy
Having just said that the average time your consumer would be willing to
spend on you email is a few seconds, donʼt bombard him with too much
text. Keep text to a minimum and use more images to make the newsletter
visually appealing.
Focus on One main message at a time
I am sure you may have multiple things to tell your consumers, but keep in
mind that the ability to absorb multiple messages is limited. Focus on one
main message that you want to send across in one newsletter. For other
important announcements, it is advisable to use your next newsletter. This
way, the message that is sent out is clear and without ambiguity.
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Personalization and targeting
There are two things that can get your reader interested pronto. Address
your target audience by name. That would immediately separate you from
the bulk mailers and a bit of coding shall take care of that. A nice greeting
at the beginning of the email also does a good job at getting attention.
Companies like, Octane, even oﬀer easy-to-use personalization tags so that
you can even personalize the subject line.
Go social
You know those colorful, ubiquitous buttons. These are really helpful tools
to have at the bottom of your newsletter. It provides users to directly
interact with your social pages be it Google+, Facebook or Twitter. It
complements your newsletter by driving traﬃc to the above mentioned
social pages. But not just that, you can also get customers to sign up for
your newsletter at these social platforms. That is how we prefer doing it-

Frequency
Depending on the kind of business you are in, go in for either a weekly,
bi-weekly or monthly newsletter. Finding the optimum frequency is key for
your business. Too much and the possibility of annoying the user is higher.
Too little means too little interaction with the brand and lesser recall value
It is never too late to Opt out:
Your content might be great, your service or product might simply ﬁt the
bill, and the recipient might have opted to get your email, but nothing
should stop you from putting that button at the bottom. That way, you
have put your subscriber in command of the communication, and you
have also ensured a higher ROI for your campaigns. It might be a good
idea to explore why the people left. One of the best email campaigns last
year succeeded in converting 40% of unsubscribes back into their fold by
carefully listening to their feedback and improving on it.
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ंऊࣾआउࣜ

N

ormally most of the emails sent out by a marketer are ʻpushʼ emails.
Theyʼve told you “please talk to me at some point…” and then you as a
marketer choose how and when you would like to respond. But on the
ﬂipside, a ʻwelcomeʼ email is a ʻpullʼ email where your reader is saying,
“Please talk to me… now!”
Let us start by discussing what we are referring to when we talk about a
“Welcome Email”. It can basically be of two types
1 - Welcome to our company
Or
2 - Welcome to our newsletter.
The diﬀerence between the two: you should send out the former when
someone visits your site and ﬁlls up a form while the latter is meant to be
sent out following an opt in.
Whatʼs the big deal about ONE welcome email?
Yes, this question might come to your mind too like it did to ours too. The
most important point regarding a welcome email is that it is the FIRST
conversation that you shall have with a customer or a customer to be. And
this one is almost guaranteed to be read, especially since the customer
himself opted in (if that is the case and we hope it is).
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What should my welcome email contain?
First things ﬁrst, WELCOME and THANK YOU for signing up. Use this
opportunity to sell your company, products and services. We donʼt mean
directly bombard the customer with product oﬀers, catalogs, etc. Instead
show them what your company does and how well it does it. Also you
should make them aware about your privacy policy and unsubscribe links.
Information that will help the customer draw a more detailed picture of
what you oﬀer and a reason to contact you and further the relationship
should be included as well. Throw in a freebie if you can; it could by
anything- a coupon code if you are into retail, a trial oﬀer for a service, etc.
Who doesnʼt love a welcome drink when one checks in, right?
Targeting & Segmentation
We hope you are familiar with these terms, if not, just relate them to their
dictionary meanings and we shall be on the same page. Now, if the signup
is from a prospect, include something to help them become a customer
instead. On the other hand, if an existing customer signs up, send him
something speciﬁc to his point in the lifecycle with your company. But be
sure to pace your communication, you donʼt want to tell them everything
you wish to at this instant itself. Slow down and take it easy, remember
you are in it for the long term. Donʼt let your myopic vision get the better
of you, save the better for later and let the conversion results speak for
themselves. If your customers are neatly segmented, segment your
welcome email as well. An even better idea would be to use the welcome
email itself to segment. Filling signup forms with multiple options can
work against you and might also reduce the number of signups. No one
likes to be asked too many questions in one go. Use a simple sign-up form
for the ﬁrst email.
How to make it more eﬀective?
1. As this is the ﬁrst email that you will send, it will reach all the people you
are proud to have on your hard earned subscription list. So be sure that
you tweak and optimize it for all the readers that your are targeting. Figure
out beforehand what it is was supposed to achieve and how will you go
about tracking the same.
2. Itʼs time to check the numbers and check the delivery, open and click
through rates Keep a constant eye on them. Are they going up or down?
Donʼt start worrying if the numbers go south, just re-read step 1 and the
other two steps below.
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3. Its experiment time. Put in some more eﬀort to see whether all the
eﬀort you are putting into your neatly designed mailers is paying oﬀ or
not. Make two lists, one that consists of people who receive your emails
and their spending activity and the other of ones who donʼt receive your
emails but still spend on your companyʼs product or service. Compare the
two and see how you fare. That shall tell you a lot about how eﬀective the
mailer really is and whether it needs changes or not.
4. Monitor the time at which you send out these welcome emailers. Ideally
and usually, most welcome emails are instantly sent out before you even
know it. Does sending out one instantly have a better response than
sending one after a gap of say an hour? Compare and see the numbers for
yourself.
And who said it HAS to be just one welcome email? You could set up a
staged welcome program too. Combine oﬀers and ʻsofterʼ info about your
business to convert customers without them feeling hard-sold. Whatʼs in
your welcome email? Go back, take a good look and come back to this
blog to see if you need to change or tinker around with it. Do you track it?
Tell us in the comments below! We would love to hear from you.
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T

he world is becoming ever more mobile, with people carrying their
digital lives with them and always looking to be connected on the move.
According to a recent study covering Indian mobile users by Octane
Research (India Mobile Users Experience Monitor 2013), 64.2% of the
respondents stated that their most preferred activity on their smartphones
was checking email. Thatʼs a huge number of people checking mailers
from marketers but also where a problem arises. Simply put, diﬀerent
smartphones and mobile devices such as tablets and phablets all have
diﬀerent characteristics such as screen size, resolution and mail apps and
these diﬀerences can create major problem when it comes to displaying
your emails correctly.
This is where responsive email design comes into play. Responsive email
design means that the email automatically adjusts itself to better utilize
the display available for any given device. How this works is that the
response code in the email gets the information from the device and
reacts by displaying the most appropriate layout of the email that keeps
the design language and utility of the email intact.
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NON
RESPONSIVE
MAILER

Small cluttered call to action
buttons with diﬃculty
viewing text.

RESPONSIVE
MAILER

Clear and large call to action
buttons with larger, easily
legible font.

Why should marketers care?
There are many reasons why marketers should care about responsive
mailer design but the most important of them all is the marketers need to
provide the best experience of engagement to the people who are
opening the emails. The layout, the amount of scrolling, the rendering of
images, the placement of link, all contribute towards the overall experience
for a subscriber and have a very real impact on the potential for conversion.
The better experience you oﬀer them, the higher engagement you will see
and thus, a higher chance for conversion.
Another important reason why we should care about responsive mailer
design is the touch screen problem of ʻinvoluntary clicksʼ. This usually
happens due to the mailer design not being displayed correctly on a device,
the recipient scrolling or adjusting a mailer and inadvertently activating a
link that pulls them away from the mail and towards a diﬀerent page.
Picture this scenario; you get an email on your mobile device but the font
is really small and as you try to navigate through the email you accidently
click a link. You get frustrated and close the link before the page opens.
This can be a false positive for the company when it comes to analytics and
will end up providing incorrect stats. For marketers, the number of opens
and clicks matter a lot and incorrect or non-responsive mailer design via
virtue of being non-optimized, can lead to incorrect assessment of
engagement.
Do remember, your mailers are the medium of your conversation with your
customers and subscribers. Responsive mailer design removes someone of
the basic problems that people face when checking your communication
on their mobile devices. While a lot of companies (ESPs) donʼt oﬀer the
ability to send responsive mailers yet, we believe it is only a matter of time
before it becomes the standard and the norm rather than the exception.
At Octane, we too believe in this and are hard at work to oﬀer you the
ability to design and send responsive mailers of the next generation.
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࣪ऌࣿआउंࢽआऐࢽऑअंࢽ࣫ंऔࢽࣦऋࣿऌक

H

ow many times have you seen your watch lately? Well this question
must have made you wonder if you see your watch at all.
Since the invention of mobile devices, not only your watch, but your alarm
clock, your calendar and your desktop have lost relevance in your life. This
is because a mobile device is capable of doing many things in this one
petite structure. You canʼt stand moving out of the home without your
mobile because it has everything you need. The only thing that now a
mobile needs is an inbuilt mechanism to use it as your debt or credit card
and it would be able to replace your wallet as well. With the increased
proliferation of internet in India, more than half the internet users in India
use internet through their mobile.
With email as a marketing medium used by almost every one (1/3rd of the
world population) and the increase of reach of mobile device and mobile
internet, mobile is another opportunity for digital marketers to create
wonders with their email marketing campaigns.
Usually mobile marketing has been used for branding such as display
advertising, direct response messages, transaction and service alerts, so in
that way it is very much similar to online marketing. A number of smart
marketers have got the ﬁrst movers advantage in this space and are
already using mobiles to connect with customers and prospective
customers. No I am not referring to the annoying, pesky real estate
developers who harass you 24*7 through texts. Airlines use text
messaging and emails to inform passengers about ﬂight delays, boarding
gate changes, etc. Then you might have also seen billboards or ads in
magazines with those strange black and white pixelated short codes
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known as QR codes that you can send by sms to get more information
about a certain product But the smartest marketers are the ones who
develop mobile version of their websites and emails both.
However, if you are going to use the mobile as a medium to send and
receive messages to consumers, you better make sure to get their
permission ﬁrst. This is the golden rule that we at Octane at least live by
and for us this applies to mobile emails as well. The mobile phone is our
most personal device, one that some carry with them 24/7. Almost all
oﬃce goers have their inboxes conﬁgured on their smartphones, mostly
with multiple email accounts. As more and more consumers start using
mobile phones with Internet access, you should start including mobile in
your marketing mix where appropriate. One research stated that 52% of
the respondents had access to the same email account through mobile
and computer and 48% maintain a unique mobile email address. So the
key point here is to design for the 48% who are not going back to the
oﬃce to view their emails in pretty HTML.
Here are four tips that we suggest you could apply and implement for your
mobile email campaign:
Reformat text
HTML is fabulous, no doubt about that. But you should oﬀer a text option
as an alternative to HTML for your readers. You might remember us having
stressed this point earlier in one of our blogs. Make sure you send this
version to your mobile readers, but do not forget to reformat it to make it
show up better on the smaller screen.
Rethink tracking URLs
What applies to text also applies to URLs. Tracking URLs can also consume
four to ﬁve lines per screen. Try and keep them as short as possible so that
they are easy to key in. No one wants to or has the time to enter long URLʼs;
they might just give up on the idea on viewing the site on the go.
Be Concise
You only have the readerʼs attention for a few seconds at max. To make
sure you donʼt let that opportunity slip out of your hands, message length
is of key importance. The most annoying feeling for a reader is to see the
words - “message truncated due to size”. That should only happen in case
of heavy attachments, not your emailers.
Validate your Web site, too
If your email makes it to the mobile inbox, and given that your campaign is
well designed you will get a few conversions right there on the mobile
browser itself. The question you need to ask yourself is whether your
website is optimized for the small screen or not. If not, make sure there
exists a m.xyz.com as well, which is nothing but a mobile version of the
same site.
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So when you have devices with powerful processors such as the BB, the
iPhone or even an Android you can possibly open and read, reply to and
even attach whatever you wish to on the go. Therefore as an email
marketer it makes economic sense to account for this segment of an
audience, which is growing rapidly. And as the Vodafone Blackberry Boys
ad stated, the Blackberry is not just for the oﬃce guys anymore and that
holds true for mobile email as well.
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M

obile platforms are fast catching up with computers and laptops in
terms of traﬃc. And with the outrage of new and smaller devices being
introduced in the market, the trend is likely to continue. Already mobile
phones are doubling up as an all-round device. Read on to ﬁnd out what
are the most important ways to optimize your email campaigns for mobile
platforms:
Make the layout simpler, and then simplify some more: You can never
have enough simplicity in a mobile email layout. This means getting rid of
extra width, creatively combining buttons and links, and sticking to a
single-column layout. Plus, try not to go into an overdrive with promo
oﬀers. Only a couple good ones should do the trick.
Smaller message is stronger message: Mobile users are short on screen
size, and very short on patience. Copy written for mobile platforms needs
to be shorter, crisper, and very addictive. So, saying something like “Sale 50% oﬀ” is going to get you most heads-up than launching into a poetic
explanation of how the season of sales brings joy and happiness to the
usersʼ families.
Images? What images! - Yes, a picture is worth a thousand words, but a
picture that doesnʼt load instantly is a deﬁnite nightmare. You might have
spent sleepless nights perfecting the highest-quality graphics for your
campaigns, but on the mobile platform, images become double-edged.
Use them sparingly, if at all.
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Strong call-to-action: Make your ʻCall To Action Buttonʼ visible by using
large icons and bright colours. At the end the goal is to slightly nudge the
visitor to click the call to action button!
Subject-line is God: Since the main message shrinks unconditionally, the
subject line becomes omnipotent on mobile platforms. Make your subject
lines work as hard as possible, even if you have to stay up all night for it.
More than two-thirds of your conversions are going to come from the
subject line.
Itʼs not rocket science to design campaigns for mobile platforms, but itʼs
oh-so-easy to take a false step and have it all come crashing down on your
head. Follow these steps and stay safe!
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S

martphones and tablets have made deep inroads into the professional
and personal lives of people; invariably opening up new possibilities for
marketers in an ʻalways connectedʼ digital world. But this world of mobile
connectivity does not conform to the wisdom derived from the traditional
marketing environment. This can perhaps explain why businesses often
struggle to get their mobile campaigns oﬀ the ground successfully.
Understanding the fundamental diﬀerences between the old medium and
the new and having a few tips handy can make any modern marketerʼs job
decidedly simpler.
Here are some important considerations for such marketers aiming at the
mobile environment:
Location is the key: Mobile users carry their smartphones everywhere they
go, which makes location the strongest leverage a marketer has. It allows
mobile campaigns to be dynamic; oﬀering users content and special oﬀers
based on where they happen to be. It works because it can be a positive
experience as well as a highly convenient tool. Mobile devices have built-in
technology for discovering location, so do make use of it!
Optimize for mobile: Do you have a website? Then make sure thereʼs an
excellent mobile version also. Same goes for your emails, which are
increasingly being accessed on mobile devices. From banners to artwork
to content, everything needs to be calibrated specially for the mobile. This
helps improve user experience substantially and allow your message to
really shine through.
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Customize heavily: The attention span on the mobile is far shorter, which
means higher relevance leads to better results. Your content should be
extensively customized based on the userʼs needs, be it email messages,
apps, promotional oﬀers, or something else. Of course this means youʼll
have to make a greater eﬀort to ﬁnd out more about the end-users, which
brings us to good engagement.
Put some fun into engagement: Mobile is fast-paced and users expect
to enjoy their interactions with their devices in various ways. Gamiﬁcation
techniques can help you build conversations by rewarding people for
participating. Another idea is to use QR codes to attract potential
customers and give them something special for the eﬀort.
Make things easy to ﬁnd: Mobile devices have smaller screen-sizes, have
limited hardware navigation tools and are dependent on wireless data
connections; which means users donʼt expect to dig through multiple
links or pages to ﬁnd information that is of interest to them (as they would
otherwise on a desktop). Work on being accessible and making interfaces
as simpliﬁed and goal-oriented as possible.
The on-going digital revolution demands that we as marketers look at the
world with a new set of eyes, the eyes of the mobile customer. In this fastpaced and evolving world, the price for increasing returns and success is
constant innovation and creativity.
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ࣰऊࣾएऑऍअऌऋंࢽऀऌऐखऐऑंऊऐࢽઌࢽ
ࣰअऌऒउँࢽखऌऒࢽऀअऌऌऐंࢽऌऍंऋࢽऌएࢽऀउऌऐंँࣜ

O

ne of the most recurrent debates in technology is about the extent of
control: Should systems be open and collaborative, or should they be
tightly controlled by a single entity that has a ʻclear visionʼ? In essence, it is
what we today term as the debate between ʻopen sourceʼ and the ʻwalled
gardenʼ approaches.
The decade gone by saw a cold war on these lines between Microsoft and
Linux. While Linux could never challenge the ubiquity of Windows in the
desktop space, it did manage to sweep clean the server market. For most
of that time, Microsoft laughed all the way to the bank but the open source
movement rolled on, producing marvels like virtualization and big data. In
the end, before there could be a verdict, the rules of the game changed.
The Rise of the Smartphone
Desktop software and hardware manufacturers, dominant players in the
computing world for more than two decades, suddenly found themselves
unprepared for the unexpected revolution of mobile devices. Almost
overnight, the iPhone became the device of the future and a few years
later, the iPad launched to much fanfare eventually outselling laptops and
desktops in the large US market. Simultaneously, the release of Android,
made possible the enormous variety of hardware types and speciﬁcations
in mobile phones and tablets that could never previously be imagined.
Computing had gone mobile with new players dominating the ﬁeld; Apple
and Google, while traditional giants such as Nokia, Microsoft, Blackberry,
DELL and HP were left scrambling.
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Open or Closed?
Developers always detest multiple platforms. Releasing new software is
trouble enough without having to customize it for multiple platforms. But
that is exactly what the smartphone revolution has left us with. For a
business or an independent app developer, there are many operating
systems to consider - Symbian, BlackBerry OS, iOS, Windows Phone and
Android. Each one of them now oﬀers an application store and a pool of
millions of potential users; but neither oﬀers any level of intercompatibility or inter-connection.
So essentially our predicament from the desktop era still remains: Should
the platform of our choice be open or closed? While open platforms do
tend to promote greater freedom of choice, they are harder to control and
monetize (letʼs not forget Android still doesnʼt have a real revenue model).
A closed system is easy to monitor and proﬁt from, but the tightrope walk
is not for everyone ‒ for every Apple, there is a RIM.
Today, it really doesnʼt look like systems can be truly open; if recent
patterns are anything to go by. Google had to step in to control hardware
(with the acquisition of Motorola Mobility) in order to guide the destiny of
Android. Then there are the likes of Amazon and Barnes & Noble, who
have their separate hardware devices and forked ʻwalledʼ versions of
Android!
So the most logical thing to do in such a dynamic environment, as
consumers, developers and end users of these platforms, is to celebrate
the availability of choice. Never before in history have we been given such
a wide pool of innovative systems to choose from and while cross
compatibility is a nightmare, there is more to celebrate here than worry
about (patent wars aside http://www.octane.in/blog/patent-warsstagnation-of-innovation-rise-of-litigation/).
In the end, it all comes down to individual preferences, application
requirements and business aims but we should recognize that we are
getting the best of both the worlds, open and closed; which one we
choose is entirely up to us.
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A

preheader is the text that is displayed along the subject line when you
see a mail in your inbox. When you open the mail, a preheader is present
below the subject line and above the text of the actual mailer. It provides
more information to the subscriber about the mailer, which may prompt a
better chance of an email to be opened by a subscriber.
With this blog we will share with you a few tips on how you can create
eﬀective preheaders.
Call to action:
In your preheader share your customer care or support number, so that
the subscriber knows that s/he is important and you are present for them
when they have any query or feedback for you.

72
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Elaborating the subject line:
Sometimes the subject line is not elaborative enough to give an idea to the
subscriber that what the mailer is all about. If you describe a bit about the
subject line in your preheader it helps the subscriber know the content of
the mailer better.

Safe Delivery option
ISPʼs have become very strict and with just a slight mistake at your end
they will black list your email id/ IP. To avoid this you can add a request to
the subscriber in your preheader to ʻadd your email id to their address
bookʼ for safer delivery.

Another Coupon Code:
The details of the oﬀer in your subject line may or may not interest a
subscriber. Therefore, to stimulate a subscriberʼs interest in your mailer
you can give another oﬀer or coupon code in the preheader space.
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Zero Pixel Preheader
There are times you want to write something on your preheader, however,
you donʼt want it to be displayed on your mailer. Here is what you do! You
put the text on the preheader in zero pixel font size, which will make it
appear in the inbox after the subject line but not in your mailer.
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ࣱआऍऐࣉࢽࣱएआऀईऐࢽࣾऋँࢽऑअंࢽࣦऊऍऌएऑࣾऋऀंࢽऌःࢽ
ࣰऒࣿइंऀऑࢽࣩआऋंऐ

A

s email marketers, we all know that subject lines are one of the most
important drivers for getting email campaign ʻopensʼ. Users only get
compelled to open an email based on two factors: The ʻfrom nameʼ and
the ʻsubject lineʼ. Now, there is not much one can do with ʻfrom nameʼ but
subject lines can be used extensively and creatively to drive forward your
email campaignʼs success.

Examples of two diﬀerent subject lines for the same mailer

Many online marketers maintain that one should spend twice as much
time on reviewing subject lines than the main body of the email. So letʼs
talk a little bit about the doʼs/donʼts and experiments you can do with
subject lines. Now there are 2 important rules to keep in mind for ﬁnding
success with subject lines in email campaigns:
Rule 1 ‒ Always keep experimenting | Rule 2 ‒ never forget Rule 1
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Doʼs:
Personalisation and Location Reference: A lot of blogs and ESPs across
the world (including us) have seen that personalising the subject line
works; but if you include local area details in the subject line, it works even
better with improved open rates. This can be of great use for daily deal
sites and e-commerce websites.
Be brief: It is widely believed that longer subject lines tend to disengage
the customer. Keeping the subject line character count under the 50 can
help on desktops and mobiles (where we already know that only about
the ﬁrst 35 characters are visible in the subject line).
Use questions: A recent study (by Litmus) states that subject lines that are
written as questions tend to do better in against the normal ʻstatementʼ
subject lines.
Be speciﬁc: Your subject line should never confuse the subscriber; it
should clearly state the content and intent of the email and intrigue the
subscriber to open it. Adding a call to action can also prove helpful.
Use A/B testing: Use A/B testing… a lot… to ﬁnd out what kind of subject
lines work better for you and your subscribers. We also have a blog about
A/B testing if you want to learn more about it.
Your Identity: While subject lines are very important, they wonʼt help you
much if your subscribers get confused by your ʻfrom nameʼ. Hence, it is
strongly recommended to keep the ʻfrom nameʼ consistent always.
Donʼts:
All Capital Letters and Special Characters: The use of special characters
and Capital Letters can make your emails susceptible to landing in the
spam folder. Avoiding special characters (!,@,#,$,%,?,/,*,&,) and all capital
letters (FREE! SPECIAL OFFER ONLY FOR YOU!) might help your email land
in the inbox and give it a better shot of getting opened. There are
however some experiments being done with other kinds of special
characters like ʻhearts -♥ʼ and ʻsmiley faces - without hitting the spam
folder.
Spammy Words: There are a few words that have been done to death by
spammers and their use can negatively impact an email campaignʼs
performance. Examples of such would be: Free, Sale, Oﬀer, %OFF etc.
Instead, you can use diﬀerent words/phrases like ‒ complimentary, on the
house, only for you etc.
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Misleading Subject lines: There are many campaigns that are sent out
with something interesting mentioned in the subject line without the
main body of the mailer having reference of the same. That is, there is little
or no correlation between the mail and the subject line. This is not only
misleading the subscriber into opening the email, but it also hurts the
overall reputation of your initiative and your brand. The subject line
should always be relevant to the mailer.
These are just a few of the things that you can consider/keep in mind
when creating subject lines for your campaigns. Proper implementation
of a few things mentioned above alone can help you can take your email
marketing to the next level.
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࣐࣍ࢽࣰआऊऍउंࢽࣾऋँࢽःःंऀऑआओंࢽࣱआऍऐࢽःऌएࢽ
ऊࣾआउࢽ࣪ࣾएईंऑआऋऄ
1. Kindly ask for prior permission before you add someone to your email
list.
2. Make the consumer feel like he/she is missing out on something by not
subscribing to your newsletter.
3. Use your website to promote your email campaign, make sure it is
prominent for everyone to see.
4. Make Sign up as easy as 1,2,3 and later ask for more details.
5. Let the subscriber exactly know what he is signing up for: Content and
Frequency both.
6. Use every customer interface to encourage them to sign up.
7. Make sure your emails are readable and actionable even with images
disabled.
8. Try to ﬁnd out from users who donʼt click or read through your
newsletter what is lacking and what could be improved upon.
9. Donʼt buy email lists, earn them the legit way.
10. Always let the user unsubscribe if he/she wishes to.
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11. Make sure unsubscribe link is prominent enough.
12. Bother to ask why they unsubscribed.
13. Optimize your landing page to increase conversion rates.
14. Provide valuable content in every email you send out, always value
quality over quantity.
15. Have deﬁnite calls to action, even with images disabled.
16. Only collect data that you will use to personalize emails.
17. Calculate beforehand the value of an opt-in email address to your
company.
18. There might be no perfect time to shoot out an email, but donʼt shoot
in the dark by sending mails at odd hours.
19. Read what people have to say when they reply to your email campaign
even if they reply to noreply@abc.com.
20. Mix social media and email marketing makes for a killer combo.
21. Have diﬀerent frequency options is better than having a person who
shall unsubscribe.
22. Make your subject line grabs the readerʼs attention and makes the
reader want to read your mail, basically Keep it Simple Silly.
23. Always test your mailers before you send them out.
24. Donʼt bother too much about click rates, focus on conversions.
25. Make the most of your ﬁrst email sent out to a new subscriber.
26. Always send out a welcome email instantly.
27. Learn to segment, donʼt send everything to everyone.
28. People donʼt READ mails, they SCAN through, make sure yours is
scanner friendly. :p
29. Trick to avoid spam ﬁlters is to use MIME format (Text+HTML).
30. Do not keep delivering to addresses which are invalid, they hurt
overall conversion ﬁgures.
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ࣕࢽࣱआऍऐࢽऑऌࢽࣞओऌआँࢽࣰऍࣾऊࢽࣣऌउँंए

D

eliverability is one of the most important factors contributing towards
the success of any email campaign; but did you know that sometimes your
messages can land into the spam folder for apparently no fault of your
own?
Given how widespread the problem of spam is, ISPs and mail servers
actively employ a variety of techniques to detect spammers, and if youʼre
not careful, you could get classiﬁed as one. Worried for your campaigns?
Donʼt be! Just follow these eight simple tips and youʼll be safe:
Avoid spam phrases: Malicious emails like to use certain types of
phrases to trick potential victims. So while you might think using
something like “full refund” is persuasive, this can actually send oﬀ the
alarm bells ringing for the spam ﬁlters. Make sure you are aware of the
common spam phrases and avoid them.
Donʼt buy lists: Never buy email lists, no matter how tall the claims.
Such lists contain defunct and non-permission based email addresses that
will increase your bounce rate, increase the chances of being marked as
spam and aﬀect your campaignʼs performance negatively.
Go easy on images: Images make a newsletter look good, but overusing
them results in your messages being classiﬁed as possible spam. Make sure
there is a good amount of text by sticking to a 60:40 ratio with the larger
ratio being in favour of text.
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Keep the message size small: As much as possible, keep the size of your
messages small. That means attaching smaller ﬁles and sacriﬁcing those
fancy fonts. Same goes for the artwork, which should be restricted to a
minimum.
Practice segmenting lists: Segmentation of mailing lists makes sure your
emails are more targeted and personalized. This reduces the likelihood of
an annoyed user hitting the ʻmark as spamʼ button and more often than
not, segmentation also boots your ROI.
Use credible “From” addresses: Deliverability is also aﬀected by the
choice of “From” email address. Use only highly trusted preﬁxes like
“jobs@”, “contact@”, etc. and avoid anything too cryptic, vague or radical.
Make use of feedback tools: Most mailbox providers have tools to help
email marketers get feedback on deliverability. Tools like FBL (Yahoo!),
JMRP (Hotmail), etc., can instantly tell you how your subscribers are
reacting to your campaign.
Be consistent in email scheduling: Sending regular email traﬃc is
considered more credible by ISPs than alternating between hibernation
and hyperactivity. Plan a schedule for email dispatch and stick to it.
Avoiding the spam folder is a lot more work than ﬁrst meets the eye. A
sound knowledge of the best practices and constant monitoring of your
eﬀorts are the only safeguards against this pitfall. Follow these tips and
you will deﬁnitely see a positive diﬀerence in your campaign results.
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T

rying to do it yourself
Ever felt the need to go to a doctor for a minor problem? Not really, right?
Self-medication may work after a bit of hit and trial. Donʼt treat your
emailers the same way please. There is no opportunity for hit and trial,
especially once you press the send button. Email marketing is an expert
service and best would be to let the experts handle the emailing part,
rather than you trying your hand at it. Leave it to the ESPʼs while you
concentrate on your core business. Isnʼt that the reason you hired an ESP
in the ﬁrst place?
Not engaging with the user base
The customer audiences have moved online and are expecting to be
reached through appropriate channels. In this context, the focus of
marketers is shifting from ʻsending their message outʼ to ʻstart engaging
with customersʼ. The control is giving way to collaborate. When compared
to traditional media like print or TV, online and e Marketing oﬀers a
tremendous range of choice to innovate and engage. So make sure you
donʼt always talk about selling alone, the point is to forge a connection
that is much deeper and long term oriented.
Not having an unsubscribe option
What does it feel like to have a ﬂy buzzing around and you arenʼt able to
swat it? Iʼll tell you, try getting 18 mails a day, 7 days a week on your
smartphone from companies whose newsletter you once subscribed to
but now are no longer interested in reading. The worst bit is when they
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come with no unsubscribe option. Donʼt make that mistake. If the
customer doesnʼt wish to receive your message or new oﬀer, the least you
could do is to provide him an option to opt out. Instead of focusing on the
decrease in subscriber base, concentrate on the existing subscriber list.
But do send him one last email or provide a link with the unsubscribe
option asking him what made him opt out. Use it as constructive feedback
and improve your mailers in the future building upon the same.
Spamming >>Permission based list not available. CANSPAM etc.
For those of us who might not know what CANSPAM is, CAN ‒SPAM
stands for controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and
Marketing Act of 2003. CAN-SPAM is a very important law that you need
to know about. It governs whether the email you send is considered a
legal communication or an illegal piece of unsolicited spam. If you donʼt
abide by it, youʼre subject to ﬁnes and penalties from the U.S. federal
government. Hence it isnʼt a good idea to spam peopleʼs inboxes,
especially if you are in the US of A. The ideal way to reach the customerʼs
inbox is through genuine permission based lists. If they arenʼt available,
concentrate on how you could generate one. Relook at your marketing
strategy and see the value proposition that would make a customer want
to opt in. And there you go; you have a permission based list building up
before you know it.
Spelling mistakes
How do you spell successful? Stupid question to ask, but wait you would
be surprised to know how frequently some of the most common words
are misspelled. Thank god someone created a spell checker. Be kind to
that person and kindly use it in your mailers. Even if the sales pitch wont
put oﬀ your customer, spelling mistakes sure will. Go ahead and click the
review button and correct those errors right away.
Poor subject line
This is the ﬁrst impression a reader usually gets. As the cliché goes, ﬁrst
impression is the last impression. Make sure you have a catchy subject line,
that will decide whether I wish to read your mail right now or probably
later or probably never, i.e. mark as spam or unread. We donʼt encourage
you to make it catchy just for the heck of it. Keep your target audience in
mind and make sure your subject line makes it crystal clear what the email
is all about.
Test the mailer
Imagine for a second, a mailer with mistakes is sitting right there in your
drafts and all your contacts have been entered. By mistake you hit the
send button, and voila, your carelessness has most probably cost your
company a lot not to forget dent your reputation. ALWAYS test the mailer
once before you send it out. Make sure to do this to see how the layout is,
how quickly do images (if any) load and whether it all ﬁts together like you
thought it should.
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Poor call to action
So you have a brilliant newsletter that continues to make its way to your
customerʼs inbox whenever you send it across. You communicate all the
information you wish to communicate. But it doesnʼt end at that. Itʼs not
just about reaching the inbox. Every communication has a call to action
associated with it. This could be-”Visit our Facebook page”, “follow us on
Twitter”, etc. You would be going wrong somewhere if this call to action
isnʼt delivering desired results. To make sure this doesnʼt happen, make
sure all the buttons and links work exactly the way you want. Also be very
clear as to what you want the customer to do and like we said in our last
blog provide him an incentive for doing so.
Too much information
A newsletter is supposed to be just that, a newsletter informing the
customer about recent trends, product releases, developments, etc.
Nothing is more putting in oﬀ in seeing too much text coupled with
multiple images. Your email should follow this format
Keep it short & simple
No one needs to go through enormous paragraphs, nor should you copy
paste your entire product portfolio on a newsletter. Leave that on your
website and provide a way for the user to get there.
No Segmentation
Letʼs rewind to the 80:20 rule. 80% of your sales will come from 20% of
your customers. The point here is not to test or doubt the validity of the
above said rule, but to clearly divide your target audience into segmentsloyal customers, repeat customers, ﬁrst time customers and nonconverters. As a customer wouldnʼt it be great if you were oﬀered a special
discount or an oﬀer for being a loyal customer? Follow the 80:20 rule, keep
your existing loyalists happy and they shall turn into evangelists for your
company, or at least you should hope they do while the others would
want to fall in that category eventually.
Sending only the HTML version >> you have to send html as well as text
version
Back in the old days, text ruled and emails were plain and boring. Then,
came along HTML adding life to emails. The only problem with HTML is
that it makes the email heavier in size as compared to the text version and
therefore takes more time to load. This could frustrate the user and make
him hit the delete button. To make sure that doesnʼt happen at least with
your email, provide both HTML and Text versions. Leave the decision to
choose between the two to the recipient. By doing so, you or your ESP
would have fulﬁlled their responsibility.
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T

o send or not to send and when is often the question. Too often (list
fatigue) and too less (list attrition) both are dangerous scenarios for an
email marketer. Ultimately, the frequency depends on the business model.
The marketer will not hesitate to send out a billion emails a month if asked
to do so by a client, but common sense needs to prevail. A wise ESP (like
Octane) will advise you regarding how often the communication should
take place depending upon your business requirements.
So letʼs take a look at the diﬀerent frequency modes a company can use
(these apply to both emails and SMS updates/marketing):

Minute-by-minute: makes sense to shoot out an SMS only if your
company is in the sports industry. Donʼt even think of adopting this
frequency otherwise, especially only if you customer has himself decided
to opt for the service. But once the customer has been roped in, deliver
extremely accurate and timely updates
Hourly: this form would work if your company deals in the stock market.
Help make your clients richer by keeping them in sync with what is
happening at Wall Street. Again do so only if you have the customerʼs
consent.
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Daily: Coming to a slightly more common mode that has been made
relevant thanks to bulk discount/shopping companies such as Snapdeal
and Groupon. The challenge is to have a deal for every day of the month
and make sure it reaches the customerʼs inbox and is not only read but
also translates into decent sales.
Weekly: probably the most practical solution out of all solutions
mentioned here. Doesnʼt apply speciﬁcally to any line of business, rather is
adopted my most types of businesses. It feels nice to receive (albeit
sometimes) a weekly update from your favorite electronics store regarding
new product launches and discounts, etc. It helps maintain constant
interaction with a customer without troubling him too much.
Monthly: A lot like weekly updates, but in a much more easier to digest
form from the customerʼs point of view. Most importantly the contact
remains intact.
Quarterly: You would like to use this medium to mainly let your customers
know about seasonal discounts, promotions or sales. It does bring in a gap
in communication between your business and the consumer
Semi-Annually: By adopting this technique you would seem like a fair
weather friend. Not advisable unless your business model cannot seem to
adopt any other form.
Annually: This must be a joke. What is your ESP thinking? Seriously?

Marketers rely on sustained periodic communications to deliver marketing
eﬃcacy. It is interesting to note that 34% of marketers in India are using
this platform for their daily communications with their audience. Our
experience shows that the frequency of customer communication should
be at least once a quarter and never more than once a day. An optimal
frequency can lead to higher response rates and conversions.
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As a note of caution, increasing the frequency without permission of
receiver can potentially run the risks of increased spam complaints,
ʻunsubscribesʼ and list fatigue. Short-term response boosts can at times
be at the cost of brand erosion and a long-term loss of engagement. The
daily frequency is being seen as one of the major contributors towards the
core issue of message deliverability.
As discussed, an ecommerce website with daily deals will send out emails
daily and an e-zine will send it on monthly basis. So again if everything
boils down to the line of business, why should companies even bother
about frequency? Well for starters, if you think your list is shrinking you
may want to re-think your email marketing strategy. This may be due to
excessive emails that your company may be sending out or too little to
even leave an impression in the consumerʼs mind and even little to make
a dent in his wallet. If you bombard your subscribers you will lose the
loyalty factor, but if you fail to keep in touch, you shall be alienated.
Also as a marketer, you should least be bothered about how many opens
or reads your mails get. Unless they donʼt convert into leads, they are
meaningless. Realign you marketing goals if that is the case.
So the main idea is to ﬁnd the perfect balance between frequency and
privacy, neither too much nor too little. The maximum you could do is to
just go over the optimum tipping point and make your presence felt. We
at Octane know how to do exactly that and suggest you give us a try and
let us show you how it is done.
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M

ost Email campaigns are subjected to self-destruction, especially the
ones that are not well thought out. What makes the ones that succeed
diﬀerent from the ones that fail is not investment in terms of money, but
rather investment in terms of thought. An email campaignʼs selfdestruction process does not take longer than a countdown of 3…2…1.
All you have to do is3…. hit the send button without bothering about content
2… wait for your painstakingly built list of users to read the email:
“Spray and Pray”
1… click unsubscribe.
Although we previously covered DOʼs of a successful email campaign, we
shall use this post to inform you about the DONʼTʼs while designing an
email campaign.
Step 1. Make users hunt for your signup link
Wow, so youʼve managed to get users to your webpage. That is an
achievement. Now converting a one-time visitor into a regular visitor to
your website can be done by placing the signup link at an appropriate
location where it is easily visible. The last thing you want is to a prospective
user to hit the close button on his browser just because the link wasnʼt
well placed on your site. Donʼt take visits to your website for granted. Each
and every visit is a prospective lead and expensive custom relationship
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management software will teach you to cash in on each of such leads that
are generated. We suggest your signup link is well ﬁtted in the header but
not very highlighted, donʼt let the visitor feel that you are imposing the
subscription on them.
Step 2. Continue playing Hide & Seek
Continue playing Hide & Seek, this time with the unsubscribe link. Some
companies do the same with the unsubscribe as they do with the
subscribe link or button. They make it obscure, very very obscure. So in the
end, you get a user who is extremely dissatisﬁed with your email, has no
interest in the product that you are oﬀering to him, marks your email as
spam and to top that-carries a negative brand image of your company
because some marketing guy thought it would be a good idea if you
would never let your subscribers make the choice of leaving or staying for
themselves. Some companies go to the extent of lightening the color to
make the link almost invisible, others go in for a 3-step opt out process.
Make your opt out process as simple and eﬀortless as possible.
Step 3. Donʼt track thy subscriber
You might have a list with millions of contacts. Great job! What is the
percentage of your subscribers that actually open and read your email,
forget purchase from your company? If you donʼt know that magic
number or have never tried ﬁnding it out till now, itʼs time you did. Just
having multiple addresses on your list makes no sense if most of the users
arenʼt even opening your email. It makes no sense to keep them on the
list. Get after them and ask them if there is a particular reason why they
arenʼt responding like they once did? Donʼt give into pressure from your
boss by showing him the amazingly large list youʼve built by putting in all
that hard work. Instead, show him an amazing conversion rate and you
might even get a raise: p
Step 4. Annoy thy subscriber
Ok so you read Step 3, realized you were doing it all wrong and sent out a
gazillion emails. You have subscriber interest back, NOT. Your boss may
say, send more mails, make more money. Itʼs all about the short-term gain,
forget the long-term eﬀects. Punch your subscribers as hard as possible
and hard sell your message as many times as possible. If this is the
philosophy youʼve been following all this while, itʼs time for selfdestruction. Find the optimum frequency that your users are willing to
tolerate and not a single email more or less.
Step 5. Buy a list if you donʼt have one
So you read step 4 and realized your subscriber numbers were heading
south all this while. What better way to increase the base than to BUY your
subscribers??? Never acquire email addresses from any random source.
Take the pain of building your opt-in list, only then shall you have a high
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conversion rate. You may have a high conversion rate to begin with even
with a paid list, but eventually itʼs going to impact your organizationʼs
reputation and it wouldnʼt be very nice to see many opt-outs at once.
Step 6. Kill your email program totally
In this era of social media, some people may ask, “Who cares about email
anyways? You are better of hiring twice as many people to take care of
your social media. Everyone knows that having 10,000 likes on Facebook is
better than having 10,000 email addresses because social media with its
virility is the way to go.” You get carried away and begin sending out 140
character emails. STOP. Social media although has its advantages, has its
drawbacks as well. As we have stated and proved multiple times, it canʼt
replace email in terms of basic functionality. Had that not been the case,
Facebook wouldnʼt have bothered about integrating email into its main
product.
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I

n this blog we will throw light on a few pointer that will showcase why
Email Marketing Fails. Itʼs not email as the medium or your technology or
the dearth of knowledge.
Only conversions matter : True, only conversions matter, but conversions
donʼt happen on their own. They are made to happen, through engaging
copywriting, appealing design, and tailor made oﬀers. Right from the
email subject, the senderʼs name, the colours used, the links ‒ everything
contributes to these conversions. If you are not converting enough, the
solution is not to try harder, but to look under the hood at what probably
is turning oﬀ those potential buyers. You also need an ESP who can track
the conversions for you.
Not being exclusive: Scarcity and exclusivity will always work for all
marketing campaigns. Time and again good marketers have demonstrated
the eﬀectiveness of being focused. Just talk about ʻoneʼ super-tempting
oﬀer that you are presenting? Unfortunately, businesses tend to include
dozens of oﬀers in the campaign, which serve only to distract the user. On
top of it these oﬀers are forever so there is no incentive for the end user to
act fast.
Not making granular changes: When it comes to changing the campaign,
companies prefer to scrap all of the previous email and start anew. Donʼt
do this unless you want to remain clueless about what went wrong. The
good way of testing is to make a single, measurable change (maybe the
button color) and then test it. By the time you are through, youʼd know
where were you going wrong and what changes helped you, and the
future campaigns will be better.
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J

ust as spammers set up devious schemes to trap unsuspecting people,
ESPs and other organizations maintain sleuthing resources to smoke out
the spammers. This is done through spam traps, which are real email
addresses not owned by anybody anymore i.e. abandoned for years by
users and reclaimed after deactivation by ESPs to use as spam traps.
The basic idea is this: Email addresses get de-activated by the ESPs (such
as Yahoo, Google, Hotmail etc.) if there is no activity on them for a certain
amount of time. Once they get deactivated, the control for those accounts
lands up with the ESP which then occasionally reactivates them secretly to
check if they are still receiving any mail. If such an email address receives
a promotional email, then the sender is dispatching unsolicited
communication to obviously inactive IDs and hence spamming.
If the sender was actively checking the campaign results to see the
bounces and segmenting the mailing list to remove the deactivated email
addresses, then it wouldnʼt be a problem. The fact that they are not doing
that shows they are not keeping an eye on the recipient activity and hence
exploiting the communication channel blindly. The result? Blacklisting.
If you are an email marketer, the prospect of being ʻblacklistedʼ should
sound oﬀ your alarm bells. But then how do you make sure you are not
sending mailers to such spam traps by mistake? Here are some easy tips to
follow:
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Keep it easy to unsubscribe: The unsubscribe link should be clearly
visible on each email you send. After all, if someone doesnʼt want to be on
the list anymore, thereʼs no point trying to trick them into staying. Letting
subscribes go when they want will also keep your list clean, besides
reducing the chance of falling for a spam trap later when such a user
abandons an email address.
Employ double opt-in: When people sign up for your mailing list, you
should make sure they are the genuine and actually interested in receiving
your emails. One way of doing that is by putting in place a double opt-in
system, wherein you complete the subscription only after an email
conﬁrmation. In other words, the userʼs consent is taken twice to make
doubly sure he/she knows what they are opting in for.
Never use scrap addresses: If you expand your email list without much
consideration, you risk ending up in a spam trap. Never use purchased
email lists or databases, no matter how low the cost; and never send
unsolicited emails, especially to role-based and generic email addresses
(jobs@, info@, etc.). A home-grown email list does take time to grow, but
it is your best bet for long-term beneﬁt.
Take email bounces seriously: Get more proactive on email bounce
management. If you encounter a hard bounce, for instance, immediately
remove the address from your list or add it to your suppression list.
Similarly, put more thought into understanding soft bounces and how you
can minimize them so that your campaign results improve.
Spam traps play an important role in curtailing spam activity on the
Internet, but for a careless email marketer, this is akin to landmines hidden
randomly all over the digital space. To avoid being black-listed, all you
have to do is be smart about your email list management and follow
industry-approved best practices. After all, email marketing is more about
engagement than it is about reach.
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A

word that has its origin from two
diﬀerent words ʻtransactionsʼ and
ʻpromotionsʼ is steadily making its
presence felt in the marketing world. A
relatively new form of direct marketing
which many companies have started
using, ʻTranspromoʼ has evolved as a
somewhat guerrilla kind of marketing.
This concept provides an opportunity to
blend marketing messages with must
read transactional messages like bills,
statements and invoices to inﬂuence
behaviour and ultimately drive business
volume. Promotions piggyback on the
importance of the information being
shared with the customer and provide a
great new touch point for marketers
looking to share something new.
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statistics reveal that 95%
of such transaction related
documents are actually
opened and read and this
creates a huge potential for
Transpromo initiatives. But to
really inﬂuence the consumer
behaviour and to drive
business volumes through
Transpromo, the marketing
messages need to be just as
personal and relevant as the
transaction document itself.
Relevancy, like in any kind of
email campaign, increases the
likelihood of a positive or
desired behaviour from the
recipient.
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Doing Transpromo activities has various advantages, for example:
• It carries a high level of certainty that the message actually reaches the
recipient. Transactional documents usually contain important information
which needs review and so on an average, a consumer would spend at
least a minute or so reading the document which is good enough for
marketers to try catch the consumerʼs attention with an added promotion.
• It is a cost eﬃcient method of direct marketing as it makes use of ongoing email marketing and eliminates the cost of paper.
• The messages can be strategically planned according to the recipients.
Like they can be designed for a particular business sector or for a speciﬁc
time frame or for a particular city/region. This helps in reaching the
prospective customers in a much easier and relevant way.
• Some transactional documents like bank statements and bills are viewed
repetitively for review which helps in gaining multiple opportunities to
grab the interest of the consumer.
So there are quite a few advantages of doing Transpromo but with every
such unique concept, there are also its challenges. Lets take a look at a
couple of them:
• The messages being communicated by using Transpromo techniques
should be consistent and related to the communications usually sent by
the company to their consumers. Inconsistency in the messages may
confuse the consumer and might even lead to legitimate emails being
considered as spam.
• Tight control has to be maintained by the company deploying
Transpromo campaigns to make sure that the right information is sent to
the right customer at the right time. As mentioned before, relevancy is key
and personalisation is a great advantage but only if done correctly.
Marketers are always looking for innovative ways to communicate their
messages and Transpromo oﬀers unique opportunities to get front and
centre in the mind of the consumer riding on the importance of
transactional emails/messages. If used correctly and responsibly, it can
lead to more conversations, leads and conversions for any kind of business
in both oﬄine and online environments.
If you have transactional touch points with your customers, do try some
transpromotional activities and see the response.
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S

o you want to do an email campaign and youʼre excited to get started,
but you are stuck deciding on which subject line you think will get you the
highest open rates or what day of the week to send the campaign out on.
A simple way to truly know what works for your business and subscribers
is to do A/B split testing.
So what is A/B split testing?
Itʼs actually very much like it sounds, you send out multiple options or
versions of your campaign to multiple but distinct groups of your
customers to see which version gets the best results (such as opens, click
through rate, conversions or shares). For example, letʼs say you have a list
of 50,000 subscribers and you are deciding if it is better to send the email
on Monday or Friday. Well you could create two separate campaigns and
send version A to 25,000 of your subscribers on Monday and version B to
the other 25,000 on Friday.
This way, you can then take a step back and analyse which campaign was
better received by your subscribers. By comparing the diﬀerences between
the two campaigns, you can then identify what worked and what didnʼt.
These insights can be implemented in future campaigns (with minor
variations when necessary) so that you can consistently get good results.
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Image 1: Representation of A/B mailer testing. As you can see, the mailer
sent on Monday performed better with higher open rates than the one
sent on Friday.
Another way of doing the testing is to use only a sub-set of your
subscriber list. For example, if you have a list of 50,000 recipients, you
mark 2,000 of them for testing. You can then send campaign A to 1,000 of
them and campaign B to the other 1,000. Then you analyse which is more
successful and send that campaign to the remaining 48,000 to get the
best results.
Diﬀerent kinds of A/B split tests
The number of A/B split test options are only limited by your imagination.
The most common forms of A/B split testing would be associated with
timing. Timing is about when (time, day, date) you want to dispatch your
campaign. Another common form of testing would be with the format or
design of the mailer. This can be in terms of the text to image ratio,
content placement, call to actions, colours etc. Here, we would like to
mention that lesser number of images is better for your mailers (due to
default image blocking in email clients) but A/B split testing is a great way
of ﬁnding the right ratio that works for you.
Another one of the more important but often over looked tests is in
relation to the subject line. This is so because the subject line is one of the
single most important factors that determine if the reader will initially
open your mail or not. Weʼve seen that a great subject line goes a long
way in positively impacting a campaignʼs open rates. Similarly, other A/B
test options can be font size variations, placement and size of ʻcall to
actionsʼ, colour schemes, recipient location or demographics, subscriber
behaviour and history and so on and so forth. The number of ways you
can segment your data will provide you with options for these kinds of
test campaigns.
If you are looking to truly optimize the eﬀectiveness of your mailers, then
A/B testing is something that you should deﬁnitely be doing. By knowing
which format and elements work the best, you will be aiming for and
unlocking greater engagement from your customers. It all comes down to
better understanding what your customers like and how you can tailor
each of your campaigns to better suit their preferences and requirements
leading to more productive conversations.
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e all know the power of the Internet by now, and that of Web 2.0 in
particular. It can topple a dictator, case in point, Wael Ghonim, the Google
exec who led the revolution in Egypt. However, what we are looking to
achieve here is not that radical. For all I care, I might just want to increase
my email ROI.
The Internet and the social networks have made the world a much smaller
place. Most of us would like to believe that email is now playing second
ﬁddle to social media in terms of advertising and marketing. On the
contrary, research proves otherwise. The recently published 2011 version
of the Email Marketing Census conducted by United Kingdom online
research ﬁrms Adesta and Econsultancy reveals some remarkable statistics
about the power and reach of email marketing for businesses even in the
midst of the social media age. Now one can only imagine what integrating
social media with an eﬀective e-mail campaign can do for your brand.
This way, you can then take a step back and analyse which campaign was
better received by your subscribers. By comparing the diﬀerences between
the two campaigns, you can then identify what worked and what didnʼt.
These insights can be implemented in future campaigns (with minor
variations when necessary) so that you can consistently get good results.
Letʼs look at the ways in which you can do exactly that
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Integration of social media tags to email marketing newsletters
One of the features that is gaining prominence not just on billboards or
outdoor ads but also in e-mail newsletters is that tiny blue button which
says “Find us on Facebook”, or even LinkedIn or Twitter. So this button
basically acts as a portkey (yes, we nerds are Potterheads) that directly
takes your customer to your social media page. This is the ideal target
location because you are not coming across as nosy by forcing the
customer to buy your product but rather you are connecting him to your
online presence where there are numerous other customers just like him/
her. Considering that an average user has in excess of 300 friends, that one
like on your Facebook page will then appear on 300 other news feeds
leading to a ripple eﬀect. It may not lead to 300 ʻlikesʼ instantly, but hey
even if out of those 300 people, 100 people view your page, youʼve made
your presence in cyberspace felt, and some conversions will obviously
occur along the way.
Promote email newsletter through social media i.e. option to subscribe
to newsletters on the Facebook/twitter fan page
You could stick to status updates from the Facebook page of your
company or your twitter account. But the problem is it is most likely to be
forgotten sooner given the speed at which updates occur. If the customer
is more than just interested in your brand, and looks forward to new
products, updates or anything of that sort it makes sense to add an option
for the customer to sign up for your newsletter. At least that way you
directly hit his inbox, seek more of his time and communicate your
message in a more eﬀective manner as compared to a 140 character tweet
or a status update.
Motivate the social media activity, may be a special discount for people
liking Facebook page etc.
As Google analytics or Facebook Insights will tell you, it is all about page
views and the graph that shows activity on your social media page. Every
random form you ﬁll with personal details are stored at some obscure
place. Thus, one should think twice before entering authentic information,
especially while subscribing to newsletters. The best way to make genuine
customers subscribe to your newsletters and not end up in their spam is
to oﬀer them some kind of an incentive. This would ideally mean a
discount on your products or services. You may also think about providing
a coupon code as most e-tailers do only to their customers who have
previously subscribed to their newsletters. Create that sense of wanting to
subscribe to a newsletter rather than forcing the customer to subscribe
and that will make all the diﬀerence. Also, use this method for converting
page views into likes on your social media page and let the power of web
2.0 unleash itself. You will be surprised to see from where the page
receives hits from.
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Choose an ESP which provides social media integration
Coming to the important bit, you NEED an email service provider that has
the know-how about how to link your ordinary newsletter and convert it
into an interesting two-way conversation between customers and the
company by directing them to any of the following:
Facebook page | Twitter account | LinkedIn account | Company Website
Integrate. Integrate. Integrate. Make sure all your marketing channels are
working together to promote a single brand identity and message or get
a capable ESP to do that for you.
Octane provides a feature where you can easily integrate social media, in
your email campaign, using single custom tag. Plus, you have the ﬂexibility
to share individual products in your email campaign. Also you can get
reporting on the social media activity so that you can measure the social
media impact.
Create excitement by updating status on social media sites about the
upcoming email campaign
It costs nothing to put out a status on these social networking sites.
Provided you have a large enough fan following or followers for that
matter, make them excited about an upcoming email campaign and as
previously mentioned provide an incentive for them to sign on to it. Even
if your fan base isnʼt large enough, the discount/incentive scheme will
tempt casual browsers to latch on to your companyʼs online presence and
commit them into opting in for newsletters or email campaigns.
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y now we all are aware of a new regulation introduced by TRAI -the
limitation of 100 SMSes per day. While there are sceptical viewpoints
about whether this plan is going to be exercised eﬃciently or is it going to
be another useless attempt to tame the untamed. TRAIʼs capabilities
cannot be doubted but the sheer scale on which such an exercise was to
be implemented was not easy. Apparently, TRAI has done a good job so
far except a few “Space” glitches that some users are complaining about
wherein the DND facility doesnʼt activate if one puts in a space,
eg.- STOP̲1 doesnʼt make the SMSʼs for category 1 stop. Having said that,
I wanted to know what was the general perception of the regulation like.
So I started a question on our Facebook pagewww.facebook.com/octanemailmkt asking people in my network whether
the ruling has been eﬀective in enforcing the ban or not?

As you can see for yourself, the question got 29 responses in a day, out of
which 18 people said that they received 0 SMSes since that day. On the
other hand, there still are few people who were receiving up to10 SMSes
or more per day.
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Evidently, the implementation has been good on the part of TRAI but if
SMS was the primary medium for you to keep your user posted as a
marketer, what do you do now?
I believe the SMS will most likely be replaced by Email as the most
preferred medium of communication.
I am not saying this just because I am writing this blog for a marketing
technology company whoʼs USP is permission based email marketing
company, we do oﬀer SMSes as well, but there is a reason why I am more
inclined towards the longer version of communication. I shall reason you
of the same in this post.
Comparisons between
SMS & Email Marketing

It is not diﬃcult to see what marketers must be rushing towards, especially
the marketers who have been hit by the recent regulation by TRAI.
From a marketerʼs perspective, let us take a look at what Octane can oﬀer
you to keep your business rolling. Our platform editions are as follows:

(to know more. http://www.octane.in/solutions/ )Our solutions are
designed keeping in mind the diﬀerent variables & scenarios that our
clients come to us with. So what we have is a combination that oﬀers you
all the features made pre-available in distinct versions that suit your needs.
Apart from the above services on oﬀer, we also have an expert service
which includes Custom Deployment, Consulting and Advisory Service, Ondemand Training and Custom Integration. We oﬀer ﬂexibility of
implementation (using APIʼs) like youʼve never seen before. If you are a
marketer who is still in two minds whether to take the plunge for email
marketing or not, let me re-assure you that it is worth every paisa you
invest in it and much more. So while you make up your mind, for me, it is a
pleasure to see analyticsʼ pie chart of open rates for my email campaigns
grow better with every passing second
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ou may ask: what makes a good email recipient list for an email
marketer? Well, good question. There are several factors responsible:
-A diverse range of responsive and active recipients.
-A good delivery and response rate.
-Strenuous weeks or months spent in building the list.
-A great, secure and reliable email service provider.
-Reliable servers.
All of the above are essential factors that can make or break a recipient list
and it just doesnʼt stop there. There are other various factors that
contribute to an eﬀective list and we can go on and on about the same,
but what needs to be understood ﬁrst is, what destroys a good list? Again,
there isnʼt one perfect answer but there is one main factor and the factor
that we want to address in this blog post is, Inactive Email addresses and
how to get convert them to active addresses once again.
Inactive address: It is an email address that once used to receive
communication but now may no longer respond to or view similar
communication.
Having deﬁned an inactive email address, let us see what contributes to
such inactive addresses and the steps you can take as a marketer to tackle
the same.
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What leads to inactive email addresses?
• Uninteresting content: the day your content loses
steam, your email marketing campaign will lose
legitimate subscribers that you might have built up
through painstaking eﬀorts.
• Frequency mismatch: Are you sending out too
much or too little information about your product
or service? Not being able to ﬁnd the right
frequency can impact the list in a negative
manner to a great extent.
• Unauthentic email addresses: Are you a marketer who is using a
particular competition or sweepstakes to lure the customer into the door
and get money in the bank? If yes, you are bound to face unauthentic
email addresses. By unauthentic we mean, they could be addresses
created solely for a particular competition since customers usually do not
wish to give out personal information so freely.

• Priority Inbox: This is one tool that email marketers are never too fond of.
For the simple reason that it screens incoming messages and based on
opening rates, it may well park your email at the bottom of the stack in
your customerʼs inbox.
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What steps should you take to get your list back on track?
• Double check: You must have noticed various forms that ask you to enter
your email address, and then ask you to renter it. If yes, that is called
validation and that is the technique you would also need to implement in
your signup form. This would help eliminate misspelled addresses leading
to higher active addresses on your email list

• Re-validate your list: Once you have your subscribers in place, it
wouldnʼt hurt to carry out the exercise of combing through the addresses
again. The objective of this exercise is to weed out any potential
misspelled errors and correct the same through your entire list.
• Itʼs not you, itʼs the medium: Chances are your customer is no longer
interested in the medium that you are adopting to reach out to him/her.
That doesnʼt mean that he/she is no longer interested in your product or
service. You can always try out alternative platforms to keep brand and
user interaction at normal levels.

• Up your marketing game: If all the above strategies still do not manage
to reduce inactive addresses on your list as a marketer you would need to
take a refresh your marketing plan. Make the extra eﬀort to reach out to
potential and current customers and generate interest in your brand or
company.
• Hit the nail on the head: As an email marketer make sure you get the
frequency right. You can also revisit your subject lines and make sure they
are short and crisp. You can also try reworking the content to get
uninterested customers to become interested once again
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• Inactive means not dead yet: An inactive email address is not necessarily
a dead, worthless email address. Your customer may still be receiving your
email into the inbox, reading the subject line yet not opening it. Donʼt be
too hard on your marketing manager, it is just that attention spans are
drastically reducing and most people receive way more amounts of email
than they can possibly handle. If somewhere down the line, it still
contributes to sales of your product, be rest assured, itʼs working although
not the way you would like it to.
• Knock, knock: Last but not the least; ask your current subscribers whether
they would want to continue to receive information from you in the near
future. This would give you a fair of idea of how your email list is
performing and what steps you would need to take immediately.

It is not a rocket science to get things ﬁxed, after all it pays to have a
healthy, active recipient list and it hurts to have negative bounces and
misspelled addresses. It is all a matter of small tweaks here and there to
your email campaign, frequency, content, etc. and your click through rates
shall be back at usual levels or even higher. So go on and invest a little
time in perfecting your email list and converting those inactive addresses
to active subscribers.
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H

ave you spent a good amount of your time converting your websiteʼs
visitors into subscribers? If yes then now itʼs time to make some proﬁt out
of it!
With the ISPs getting stricter and consumer getting smarter by the day, itʼs
not very easy to spam and fool consumers. A targeted opt-in email
database is one of the most powerful marketing tools, a tool which attracts
people to your product or services because they are genuinely interested
in it. However, many marketers are unaware of the true power of an opt-in
database and therefore arenʼt monetizing from it.
Have you spent a good amount of your time converting your websiteʼs
visitors into subscribers? If yes then now itʼs time to make some proﬁt out
of it!
With the ISPs getting stricter and consumer getting smarter by the day, itʼs
not very easy to spam and fool consumers. A targeted opt-in email
database is one of the most powerful marketing tools, a tool which attracts
people to your product or services because they are genuinely interested
in it. However, many marketers are unaware of the true power of an opt-in
database and therefore arenʼt monetizing from it.
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Here are the top 3 tips on how Publishers can monetize from their opt-in
database:
Stand Alone Mailers:
A Publisher can send stand-alone mailers on its Advertiserʼs behalf to its
opt-in database. The mailer can talk about an Advertiserʼs business and
help them reach out to people aiming at new subscriptions or conversion.
As a Publisher you can monetize more if your data is segmented on the
basis of demographics and interests of your subscribers. This way you can
help your Advertisers to reach out to a more targeted audience and hence
see a better conversion rate.
Also, you should ask the Advertiser to mention your name in their mailer
(in both subject line and copy). This tactic will help the Advertiser get
better open rate as the subscriber connects more with you and your brand
name.
Ad slots in Newsletter:
If someone has wilfully subscribed to your updates, there is a very high
chance that they will open your newsletter. Keeping this fact in mind
Publishers should integrate the communication of their Advertiserʼs in their
newsletter, this phenomenon is knows as ad slots. Keeping the popularity
of your newsletter in mind you can monetize from the ad-slots in your
newsletter from your advertiser. The better the conversion rates of your
Advertiser, more money for you.
Transpromo Mailer:
A Transpromo (transactional + promotional) mailer is the best ways to
attract customers as transactional email have the highest open rate in
compared to other emails. Therefore, Publisherʼs should use this
opportunity to monetize by integrating the ads of their advertisers in their
transactional mailers.
This Publisher and Advertiser relationship in agency jargon is also known
as ʻPartner Promotionsʼ. Such services are also provided by Octane through
its ʻReach Rightʼ business.
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hatever the diﬀerences in their approach to the World Wide Web, all
online marketers agree on one thing: their web forms are just not getting
the job done anymore and truth be told, the average user is as scared of
web forms as he is of pop-ups. However, the reason is not that web forms
are inherently intimidating but that most-in fact, almost all forms
populating the Web are not designed for usability. That then, has a direct
impact on the conversions expected from these forms.
To tackle this problem, we have come up with these 6 tips for improving
web forms and increasing the conversion rate from them:
1. Meaningful Error Messages: Almost all forms have some client- or
server-side validation. Unfortunately, the whole purpose gets defeated by
convoluted error messages such as ʻName is not primary keyʼ or ʻError 8531ʼ.
On a web form, error messages should be easy to understand, friendly and
informative.
2. Useful ʻCancelʼ Button: The idea of a form is to achieve an aim, which
means you need to let the user go with the ﬂow and make up his/her mind.
As such, having a glaring ʻCancelʼ button that lets the visitor completely
exit your form can be your nemesis. Instead, the cancel button should let
the visitor get redirected to more information and another call to action
but no compulsion to ﬁll a form. Subtle persuasion and showing value is the
key.
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3. Follow Single-Column Format: Of course there are many ʻcreativeʼ ways
to design a web form but for forms that are more than 2-3 ﬁelds in length,
a vertical, single-column layout is the best ﬁt. The reason is simple that
when ﬁelds are stacked below one another, the eye doesnʼt have to move
about too much, resulting in a more pleasant experience
4. Critical vs. Non-Critical Fields: Not all ﬁelds are created equal. While
some are absolutely critical, others can be skipped. A good web form
clearly demarcates the important required ﬁelds, making it easier and
faster to complete the form.
5. Provide Visual Cues: The use of visual cues is to make the form more
communicative. One example is to highlight the current ﬁeld by using a
contrasting background colour, another is to give feedback to the user,
such as a ʻtick markʼ or writing “That looks good!” when correct
information is entered.
6. Use of Fonts and Colours: No two ways about this one. Your web forms
deserve as much attention as your website and that means elegant fonts
and a good colour scheme that keeps up the consistency and symmetry
with your other pages.
There are a thousand diﬀerent ways of creating web forms, and on the ﬂip
side, there exist a thousand ways to go wrong. Following the above tips
should help you increase your conversion rate from web forms and
provide a better experience for your users and reward your marketing
eﬀorts.
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ongratulations! Now you have a huge Facebook community that you
built with patient hard work. It sure does feel great to see the vast amount
of conversation happening every day. But have you ever stopped to think
about what it all means to you granted that all these people like your
service or brand and even like to talk about it a lot. But the question that
now lurks is: what to do with the likes?
If you think about it, youʼll ﬁnd that a Facebook community, no matter how
large, does not bring any tangible beneﬁt in itself. What most businesses
think is the ﬁnal outcome is just the beginning of a process. A solid
Facebook fan page is the starting point for - well, conversions!
Simply follow through the 5 Simple tips given in post and you are likely to
convert you FB Likes into LEADS:
Oﬀer special deals: People who follow you like to feel privileged. Thatʼs
why intelligent businesses routinely oﬀer special deals that are exclusive
for their Facebook communities only. This not only pulls in more people
who hear about these cool oﬀers, but also generates business from your
Facebook page directly.
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Welcome Page and tabs: Organizing information well is a major plus on
Facebook fan pages because the sheer amount of information being
shared every day is mind-boggling. This means that you should have a
well-designed and focused welcome page and you should create page
tabs for new or ongoing oﬀers or services that you feel are important. This
way, users can quickly ﬁnd what they need to see. And what do you gain?
Leads!
Post a mix of content: Your content does not need to be strictly by the
letter. If you are into health services, for example, you can share content
about beauty care also. At the same time, try to post more of images,
videos, infographics, and other engaging content more than simple and
plain text. Some of this content can also redirect them to your website,
where these conversions result in business.
Keep testing: Yes, thereʼs a secret formula for success but sadly itʼs
diﬀerent for diﬀerent businesses. You need to ﬁgure out what works for
you - yourself. This means that you have to beta-test how people respond
to new announcements, oﬀerings, as well as layouts and designs. Also
experiment with diﬀerent types of call-to-action methods, and keep the
ones that work best for you.
Educate: People are not always receptive to new ideas. Most of the times,
you need to ﬁrst tell them why a particular product is good for them. Big
brands that are household names today once started out doing this as
they slowly created a strong hold on the market. You should do the same,
in an interesting way.
These innocent-looking guidelines pack a great amount of punch and can
help a business skyrocket if used correctly.
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